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A PSYCHOLOGICAL 3TU])Y OF MR.*X, AH EDUCATOR.
'
CHAPTER I: Formative Period .
Someone has said that great men need not that v/e praise
them; the need is ours that we know them. I4th equal truth
it might "be added; when the need is ours that we know certain
men then we find them to be great. '.Then one understands the
early circumstances surrounding I*Ir. X and the inner motives of
action Trhich governed his entire life; when one catches sight
of the vision which inspired him and realizes the sanity, the
honesty and fearlessness with which he followed that vision;
then it is that one recognizes the true greatness of this man.
To understand these circumstances and to ascertain these
motives is the purpose of this discussion.
There has "been a tendency, acknowledged to he pernicious
hy those who oppose impersonal ism, to translate a man's char-
acter and his life work as the effects directly traceable to
certain conditions present in his youth as clearly defined
*
"X" is used throughout this discussion instead of the name
of the character who is the subject of this study in order to
avoid the personal atmpsphere which the introduction of a
well known name unavoidably creates. ~lso because the pur-
port of the paper is psychological not biographical; the aim
has been to emphasize influences and motives, omitting much
biographical material as being interesting personally rather
than important psychologically.
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ealises, uo man, however, is a mere mechanism; and. the further
he may be from the level of everyday humanity the less is he
the product of circumstances. A certain amount of importance,
however, must always he attached to early impressions, char-
acteristics emphasized and directions in which activities
were directed. '.'he effects of these may he more or less
marked; they must at least be present.
:ir. X came from Puritan stock. The statement does
not need elaboration; it is descriptive in itself; we know the
type of men and women who were his ancestors. Simon % with
three sons came from England soon after the famous landing of
1620. The descendants of these three sons settled in Connec-
ticut. Barly in the nineteenth century one Zbenezer J. with
his young wife Lydia left Connecticut to seek their fortunes
more advantageously and settled on a farm in Vermont. Altho
v.e of the present day might question the wisdom of choosing
life on a stony Vermont farm aa the best method of seeking
material welfare, nevertheless the move shows the spirit of
the young people. The X farm became one of the finest farms
in the vicinity; here the nine children of j]benezer and Lydia
7/ere born; and the entire family was looked upon with respect.
7he mother was a devout Christian and a woman of
prayer. She had been a member of the Congregational church
from her girlhood. She was a loving mother; always calm,
unselfish and never too tired to do something for her family
or for others who were in need of assistance. In case of
<
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illness or distress she v/as called upon by neighbors at all
times of day or night as the person on whom they could rely
and by whom they would never be refused. L'othing ever dis-
turbed her calm psoise; an angry temper was never known to flush
her face or an impatient word to cross her lips. ^he was the
balance in the household; she was the real strength in that
home. Hers was a moral strength. Its character was realiz-
ed even v/here its example was not followed: at the time of
her death one of the eldest sons wrote to a sister, "Well, if
there is such a place as heaven, I am sure our mother is there."
The father, unfortunately, did not fortify her influence.
Judge X was a member of the county bar. Of great energy and
strong impulses, he was by turns generous and 'elfish, strict
and indulgent, strong and weak. He possessed a keen sense
of right and hated wrong with an unquenchable ardor. One
picture that is given us of him is perhaps somewhat unfair,
because he was a feeble old man of eighty-five at the time and
beceuse the recollections are those of a seven-year old grand-
son. It is interesting, however, to know what kind of an old
man he was. The grandson says;
,THe had his chair by the stove and was usually cross
.
He was an inveterate tobacco user. Children made him ner-
vous and I used to live in mortal fear of him and of his
tongue which was edged with the most biting sarcasm. He
could not endure disorder in the house, barn, or on the farm,
fitting in his chair he would jot down in rhyme the occurrences
.1
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that most displeased him and read the rhymes at the table.
I can remember the brutal sarcasm and savage humour they con-
tained. His eyes twinkled when he read; then he would resume
his eating while the family were laughing with uncontrolable
mirth.
"I can remember a bright side to the picture: he allow-
ed me to take hold of his hand and accompany him to the village
store for his weekly supply of tobacco. At such times he
v/ould mellow up to tell me stories and I thought him a grand
man.
' T
Judge 7. was not converted until he was fifty years
of age. His rejection of the doctrines of election and pre-
distinction led him to choose the Methodist Episcopal church
as his home. The mother then united with him.
On the 27th of April, 1830., the eighth child, a boy,
was bom in the big farm house of Lydia and ^benezer X. The
other children had been christened by the pagan names of
"ucretia and Diana and Minerva , and the family names of i^benezer
and ^leaser and Jared. DeV/itt Clinton was then the governor
of Hew York state^ "Clinton's big ditch," as the proposed iirie
Canal was called, had made his name the topic of excited con-
versation around fireplaces even as far from Hew York as was
Vermont at that time; and the babe was named De T.7itt Clinton.
Certainly, as far as complexity is considered, DeWitt Clinton
was a name no more to be desired than that of pagan deities
or family forefathers. In that name now, however, one may,
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if one wishes, read a good omen; in that it pointed to the
present and future and not to the past; it stood for the sub-
ject of active accomplishment , not for the object of passive
adoration.
7e see, first, that Clinton Z wa s a man of the people.
Me was glad of it. It gave him influence over many classes
that he otherwise could not have gained. He was a typical
Hew ^nglander in his intellect and in his reserve . Under the
reserve was deep feeling and warm affection; but an easy dis-
play of feeling was to him meaningless and disgusting. He
was a typical iiew .]nglander, also, in his modesty - he hated
ostentation - and in his tenacity to his principles. He was
honest, as were all the children in that home - honest in
performing their tasks, honest in play, honest in the state-
ment of their beliefs, scrupulously honest in business. This
trait always characterized the performance of his work; he
always did any given task to the best of his ability, as tho
it were the on^ point of interest. .71th this fidelity went
a measure of the nuality that Ferraro attributes to Jaesar
in Gaul, "another quality which is given to very few, even
among superior spirits - that intense and unflagging delight
of the mind in the work upon which it is engaged." Clinton
inherited his father's energy, balanced by his mother's calm
poise and directed by her good judgment. Ke had her Puritan
serious mindedness intensified by the father's love of order
and relieved by his sense of humour, but not spoiled by his
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father's savage expression of his humour. His father's
humour was like a crystal, clearly defined and falling with
cutting force at a certain instant; this son's humour, on the
contrary, v/as like a solution into which all objects of per-
ception were immersed and from which they emerged slightly
coated v/ith the solution. The reasons why the son's humour
was not like the father's were
,
first, that his affectionate
nature made him desire to please and unwilling to hurt; also,
that he did not hate as his father did; hating with him was
chastened not only "by an increased knowledge of himself, which
made him feel that he did not dare hate as his father had hated,
"but also "by his acceptance of Christianity which led him to
"be stirred by pity for the ignorance and slavery in which
most men lived rather than roused to stinging sarcasm. He
had his father's habit of making rhymes. He did not spend
time on it but sat down and wrote verses as the mood suggested.
He inherited without diminution his father's keen sense of
right and unquenchable hatred of wrong.
Clinton was brought up under more favorable conditions
than the elder brothers had been. In the first place, the
mother had more time to devote to the younger children than
to the elder ones. In the second place, after the father's
conversion the type of reading in the home changed, becoming
more of a religious character. The youngest children were
called upon to listen to strong sermons, toewly published, of
the Charles G. i'inney order, or something equally argumentat ive
.
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As we shall see later these undoubtedly influenced Clinton's
ideas and style of preaching.
If opportunities made great men, the country could not
claim many mighty nor many wise after the flesh. It is not
opportunities, however, hut responsibilities that call out
the best in a man, For that reason, it is no longer any
problem to discover the influences that make the country the
home of more men of prominence than the city. Of its well
known advantages it is unnecessary to speak; 'hey have become
commonplaces • Nevertheless, the influence of the rugged
surrounding areen Mountains with their dark woods and rocky
bedded streams must not be overlooked. LTor of the least
influence is the necessity that falls on one of being alone:
a character of strength and serenity cannot be developed in
constant society; the call of the ideal is heard with diffi-
culty in a crov/d.
The father's views of home training together with the
discipline of comparative poverty, made hard work a continued
necessity for the family and play days were few. As soon as
Clinton was big enough to drag along on the ground a pail
partly filled with potatoes he was taught to follow after his
elder brothers and drop the potatoes into the holes. This
allotment of hard work was borne by the sons at times with
considerable uneasiness, but was regretted later by Clinton
only so far as it cut short early educational advantages.
Thus, the habit of industry was early inculcated and became a
*
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part of his very nature; while the physical benefits were in-
comparable. His splendid constitution, which made his later
7/ork possible, he himself attributed to these years of work
on the farm.
Hot only did he learn to work; he also learned to en-
dure hardship without complaint on his part and without the
expectation of pity on the part of anyone else. lio one ever
suggested to him that anything was hard. Ilot even the
necessity of sleeping in a room into which the snow drifted -
and in Vermont there are "but few weeks during which the snow
does not drift - into which he had to step barefooted in the
morning; and then go down stairs in the dark to build the fire.
He could remember having been pitied at home just once] On
this occasion, he, a small boy, had started early in the morn-
ing and had ridden the oxen many miles to be shod. The black-
smith, it happened, was not at home; nor did he return until
late in the afternoon. Clinton had no lunch with him, and
w->s too bashful to find a way of procuring some; if, indeed,
such a thing had been possible. On the way home a heavy rain
came up, followed by cold that froze his trousers onto his
bare legs. In this pitiful condition he arrived home late at
night to find his mother waiting for him. Then it was, in
spite of Puritan tradition that the mother expressed sympathy
for her little yellow-haired son. Later he wrote: "Traits
of character usable on a large scale are not inwrought by
ease or worldly comfort Hardship, is the price of
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strength to meet difficulties. It isolates and walls in a
hum-in life from a thousand entanglements which might otherwise
divert it from its high mission. Poverty and toil give a
community of feeling with the masses of the people."
Further than that, he learned not to rely on things
to make him happy. Ke had to depend on himself for happiness.
He did not expect too much from this world.
Bat it was a life of repression - I do not refer now
to opportunities, nut to atmosphere. Judge X did not make
comrades of his sons. V/hen he came home from long sessions
of court, tired physically and nervously, we can imagine what
kind of an atmosphere he "brought with him. A naturally
affectionate child would he sensitive to such an atmosphere.
The discipline of that time was severe. There was no other
government than that of force - not "brute force, (tho that
would undoubtedly "be true J ; hut the force that come from
the supposition that parents were dealing with things
. Psy-
chology and child study had not then started to show that
children are not things, "but are human souls. Ho effort
w?s made to hold up the good as something attractive; the
parent let the child feel that he was "being "disciplined";
rather expecting him to "be disobedient and so determined to
"be forearmed. Such effects cannot "be eradicated. It un-
doubtedly made his conscience more susceptible. Less severe
treatment, however, would have had even better results with
Clinton and would have made it possible for him to have
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reached even more people than he did. He would have learned
earlier that children need training, not "discipline"; that
they should do right "because they want to; that the good should
"be shown to be something to "be actually desired, not as a
disagreeable necessity.
The good result of this training was that from the
first Clinton learned to obey. It has "been said that the
power one has to command is in exact proportion to the ability
one ha 9 to obey.
This early atmosphere of repression was counterbalanced
"by two factors; the one was the need for initiative which for
a self made man is his necessity and salvation. And Clinton 2
was a self made man. The other was his devotion to the ideal
in following which he fought for truth and against wrong with
a courage so pronounced that it was recognised as one of his
most prominent characteristics.
Clinton was "baptized "by the pastor of the Congregational
church. He was so young that the minister lifted him up in
his arms, yet old enough to remember the occasion, ~t about
the age of five his first permanent convictions came to him
upon hearing his mother pray for him. Like Hannah of old she
lent him to the Lord for as long a time as he should live.
Vhen a mature man, he wrote concerning the occasion:
"The tones of her voice and the tears upon her face
are as vivid in my recollection as any scenes in my life. The
solemn earnestness with which she gave me to Christ made me
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feel that I had really passed from my mother's hands to the
hands of God. Prom that day, I commenced to pray for myself,
and, child tho I was, I shall always "believe that the Holy
Spirit revealed Christ to me and gave me a sense of his love.
Ily mother recognized this gracious work in me, and talked with
me as tho she knew all that was going on in my mind. I kept
nothing from her. I believe this experience would have con-
tinued in me without interruption had I "been faithful to ny
little light.' 7
But some time afterward a reaction came. Clinton
had started to school when he was so small he had to "be carried
on the "back of an elder "brother. It was the typical Hew
England country school. At this school, thrae or four small
hoys, Clinton among the number, had frequently held a prayer-
meeting in a ravine ne- r the school house. The fact came to
the knowledge of the school, and rather than bear the ridicule
of older scholars ''hey abandoned it. He himself could never
fix upon any other fact as the beginning of his backward move-
ment. He became neglectful and then indifferent. This con-
dition continued for a number of years.
The time outwardly passed pleasantly. His sisters
remembered him as a bright, affectionate, seemingly happy
youth, possessed with a rare fund of humor which made his
society very agreeable. Besides this he developed a love of
music and played the violin with an amount of skill (as those
said who were capable of judging) hardly to be expected from
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one with no instruction. In fact, he ployed the violin in
one of the neighborhood churches. He continued this form of
recreation until he Was an old m?n. There was little society
outside the family - singing school and ail occasional party
of young people, made up of those who like themselves had "been
"brought up to habits of industry and were members of some re-
ligious denomination^, were the principal diversions. Dancing
and card playing were considered amusements of a very low
order and were not to be thought of by young people of respect i-
bility. The theatre was equally discountenanced; and when
taken to one by an elder brother, Clinton was so disgusted
with the beginning of the first part of the performance that
he left the theatre and never v/ent aga in I
^.s time went on Clinton's spiritual unrest increased.
Ke lived self-condemned, in dread of Cod and in love with the
spirit and life of the world. Scarcely a day passed that his
mind did not revert to his sinful state and loss. He later
stated that he was unhappy often to the degree of wishing that
he had not been born. Other factors, perhaps, added to the
force of the thought of his spiritual state. One was the
conversion of his father which could not have failed to make
an impression on him. After this the father commenced read-
ing to the family Charles C. Finney's sermons and others of
that type which emphasized the fact that of two courses of
action I can choose either one irrespective of environment
and that responsibility follows my choice. The emphasis
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of the voluntary element influenced, all his subsequent attitude
and stress was laid upon it in his views of religion and ethics.
Another factor, perhaps, was the anti-religious attitude of an
elder "brother, of whom Clinton was not fond, which could not
have failed to "be unpleasant to him and arouse in hin an
aversion to being like him.
At tines he resolved to return to the Lord but as
often fell "back "before the thought of confessing Christ "before
men. it nay be, too, that he was afraid to take the will of
the Lord for fear of what He might ask him to do. "In the
fall of 1847", to quote his account of the affair, "while on
my way home from camp meeting, I opened a frank conversation
with a "boy friend upon the subject, at the close of which we
pledged each other to seek Christ from that day onward. I
"believe we both endeavored to keep our word, .Veeks of dark-
ness, however , fell upon me. I sought conviction, feeling,
assurance, experience, thinking all the time that I was seek-
ing Christ." It wms the day of the old fashioned altar
service. He always retained a "vivid recollection of certain
altar services, during which questions and exhortations and
songs were poured into his ears "by good Christian people, at
the very time when he was told that he must pray for himself
or he would never "be converted. B or could he forget the
necessity which he felt himself under of leaving the kneeling
circle and seeking in a nearby forest the undisturbed inter-
course with C-od, after which he hungered so deeply." "The
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Holy 3pirit showed ne my error, and I was led to surrender to
Christ and accept him as my own Saviour. 1 was received into
the church, and in responding to the questions of the "baptis-
mal covenant my whole soul was filled with a sense of the
holy and loving presence of dod."
Clinton had always possessed an intense love of study.
Bow he resolved with even more determination than "before to
get an education. Ke cane across a minister's library for
sale, and "bought, as the first "book to he placed in his own
library, Wayland's "Moral Science." A hoy out of a country
school, with no knowledge of psychology, "beginning his ad-
vanced education with moral science* This he would study un-
til in tears of despair he would carry, it to an elder sister
j
together their would study out the passage word by word, over
and over again until they were able to form an idea of the
author's meaning. This discipline was invaluable to Clinton.
It taught him close thinking and intense application which were
of inestimable value to him throughout his life. This study
also gave him a taste for clear reasoning and inclined him
toward philosophical reading.
A couple of incidents, one at this time, the other
somewhat earlier, are of interest in a psychological discussion.
X himself never related them outside the family circle, and
even there never attached importance to them. On the first
mentioned occasion he was returning home having taken a sister
to her school. feeling name over him that something v/as
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wrong at home. This feeling, in spite of his efforts zo
s&ake it off, increased constantly, "both in definiteness and
intensity. ./hen at last he reached the top of the hill com-
manding a view of the farm house, he saw the doctor's carriage
in front of the house ; and upon his arrival there found his
father had he en taken ill suddenly and 7/as at the point of
death.
The other incident was in connection with some target
practice that was going on. He was leaning with his "beck
against a high board fence talking to his "brother. All of a
sudden the feeling seized him that he must get away from that
fence. It seer.ed absurd to him and he tried to throw it off.
But it persisted with such a positive and insistent possession,
that he thought he would see if there was someone behind the
fence. Just as he moved his head away, the board against
which he had been leaning was torn in pieces by a bullet.
These incidents can, of course, be explained by re-
calling that naturally X was at tHis time in a peculiarly
sensitive state. '."hat is sufficient explanation in case we
wish to find one. X himself, as has been said, never attached
importance to them nor volunteered an explanation. If there
were similar incidents later, he would no doubt have related
those as readily as these, since he never related any that
occurred later it is safe to suppose there were none.
Soon after his conversion the question of the ministry
came to Clinton. The next year was his first year of school
teaching. At the close of the school
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in the spring, 1849, he definitely decided to "be a minister.
Els attitude toward the question is given us in a letter
written years afterward to a student who was trying to decide
whether to go as a missionary. "It is like deciding upon a
call to the minis try. I know that to "be not an easy prob-
lem. You will not expect a sign from heaven to guide you
in either case. I do think you may claim an enligntened
judgment, enabling you to pass upon your natural gifts and ac-
quired qualifications. You may also expect providential in-
dications, hut in the providential order , not in miracles or
wonders. Sometimes the Lord gives us his mind thru his
children. Sometimes in the ' T still small voice", Oftener
in an assisted judgment. Of course all our mere preferences
are cheerfully sacrificed to the call of duty, when we are
convinced as to what that is. The great question is, where
and how we pmn hope to he most useful to our fellowmen; where
can we reasonably hope to work most effectively and last the
longest in service." ./hile he himself made use of all the
means suggested in his letter, nevertheless it was the "still
small voice" that he waited for, before making the final de-
cision. Hot only was this true concerning his call to the
ministry, but also concerning Bay important step which he
contemplated subsequently.
In the spring of this year he receives a license as
an exhorter. Two months later he was licensed as a local
preacher; and for two years he worked upon the farm during
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the summer, taught school winters, and preached on 3undajrs
,
following the preacher in charge around the circuit which con-
sisted of five appointments. During one of these years John
A V/ood, then a local preacher and studying with a Congrega-
tionalist minister near by, took charge of one of the appoint-
ments . lie and Clinton X studied together and became life long
friends
.
Altho X was much at ease in meeting all classes of men,
he was not early given a chance to learn the social graces of
life. His early training made him dislike "social functions",
as he Called them. In the first place, as has been shown, he
did not form the habit when he was young. Besides that, he
disliked useless formalities and hated artificiality. In
other cases he no doubt disliked social life because of the
intense desire to learn that had always been his; he wanted
to be with people from whom he could gain new ideas. In this
respect most social occasions seemed to him a waste of time.
The principal reason, however, is that he never had the time
for it. All of his life he felt that he was not equal to the
demands of the situation in which he was placed; he felt that
all of his time must be given to a better preparation of him-
self, for the work he had been called upon to perform. And he
always knew to be true in his own case, what nerve specialists
are advocating at present, that nervous disorder comes from the
tendency to talk too much - that is, the effort of thinking,
of making up phrases, of listening to and forming arguments
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with hearers, of "being attentive to them, or coordinating the
thread of conversation. The mental effort thus required
during an evening used to disturb X's digestion for half a
day. The case was different, it is true, when the gathering
was composed of men who were students; with congenial spirits
Conversation is not attended with such mental effort. And he
enjoyed companionship with men who were stiidents. A gatherin
of this character, however, was scarcely included in X's list
of "social functions".
l*or did X have any early opportunity to develope
aesthetic interest. He always lacked it. His farm training
as can "be easily seen is responsible for this to a great ex-
tent. Later his supreme purpose in life so took possession
of him that his interest was practical rather than aesthetic;
he was concerned with the importance of the larger issues.
In his opinion, the man who spent his life discriminating be-
tv/een sounds or "between colors was missing the important
issues. The necessity for "beauty did not impress him as
"being one of the important issues,- "»*hat difference does it
make?" he would ask. further ,, his theoretical interest tended
to make him examine the whole nature of a subject in search of
the complete truth. He disliked sentimentalism - that is,
the abstraction of purpose from its "constituent interests;"
instead of using purpose to organize life. Amotions not
given expression to cause chronic sentimentality he believed
and so weaken character. The arousing of the emotions to no

purpose "by any form of art might I. e come an easy form of self-
indulgence. Art communicates power without controlling the
use of it. Nor did he approve of the development of the im-
agination "by means of art; for a sanguine imagination he felt
to he one of the chief causes of worldly failure. Again, as
far as his own experience was concerned he was not interested
in sounds or colors unless they "meant something " and "meant
something " to him . He would not pretend an interest he did
not feel; he would only smile and say, "I am afraid I am not
educated to enjoy that." Beauty in nature did "mean something
to him". Altho silent in its presence, his reverence and
admiration of it were deep.
Such were the early influences surrounding X. There
was the character of the mother and father. There were the
strong contrasting characteristics of theirs which he inherited,
the combination of which could not fail to give strength and
balance. Then there was the style of life in that Vermont
farm house; traits "brought out and views emphasized which were
inerdaicahly stamped upon X's thought. And as strong as any
element of the early influence was the religious element. Aft«r
this we trace the growth and flowering of this plant; we have
found out now what kind of a plant we are studying and in what
kind of a soil it has been sown; and in whet direction it has
"been started. It is a sturdy little plant, and looks rugged
as tho used to living out of doors in all kinds of weather,
and without a great deal of care. The soil is good, however,
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even the it is a trifle stony; it is a firm, strong root; and
altho the little plant has stood wind, nevertheless the sun-
shine has warned and blessed it so that it has the appearance
of being well nourished and of having a wealth of vitality.
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CHAPT3I\ II: Barl;/ Ministry .
In June 1851, X was received on trial into the annual
conference and stationed at a little village on the "bank of the
Connecticut River. How came one of the most critical periods
in his life; all the good which he accomplished afterwards was
imperilled at this time.
He was to have his home with one of his leading official
members - a man of varied experience, old enough to have "been
the young preacher's father, and who filled the offices of
steward, class-leader ana trustee. Here he soon found him-
self the subject of thorough inspection. His appearance, his
dress, his abilities and his manners, all "became the topics
of searching comment, and in less than a day's time after his
arrival in town Z overheard the leading official member in the
presence of the family and "boarders pronounce the new minister
"greener than a gosling." He felt stunned by this cold re-
ception and exceedingly hurt that one of the church officials
would sacrifice him before those over whom it was supposed
that he would help him to gain an influence. To add to his
embarrassment, he ascertained that the members had sent a
petition to Conference asking for the appointment of a certain
prominent minister to that charge, adding that if he could
not be sent they wanted nobody, X cared not so much that he
was not first choice; but he felt keenly the fact that his
people so readily assumed that the Bishop had put them off

with their second choice, and sent them a nobody. Further,
it was a charge famed for chronic troubles, "between the
church and the Bishops, and "between church members themselves;
and all of these difficulties were loaded upon X before he
reached the first Sunday, The situation itself was not en-
couraging and he had "been pronounced a failure before he had
so much as been heard a single Sunday.
Z'3 knowledge of the world was small, we have seen.
He had never lived, before this, without the sympathy of
those about him. .<'e have seen how the younger children
loved and confided in each other. liow, a new world opened
to his view, and the trial seemed unendurable. LTot far
away from his hom4 was a steep hillside, covered with a dense
wood; here he spent whole days alone, debating the question
of his life. He would have ^iven anything to have been
dismissed' from the charge outright, but he dared not dismiss
himself. Ke felt himself cut off from oil but God. Had he
mistaken the path of duty? Was his present situation a
providential rebuke for having entered the ministry uncalled?
'Would he be justified in leaving the work at once? Burdened
and homesick, he at times swung far into these doubts. But
if he had acted under a mistake, what was he to make of his
convictions and answers to prayer? If he had not been answer-
ed and guided in this, had he ever been heard in prayer? LIust
he tear up all which had ever passed between him and God?
For more than a month he carried his burden in silence, at

times reaching the point of agony in his desire to know his
duty without a weakening doubt.
he day came when CiOd answered his prayer. ^11 doubt
disappeared and he covered his face in shame that he had ever
indulged a doubt, or been panic stricken in the face of dif-
ficulties. A courage came upon him that made him as happy in
his wotk as he had been miserable before. To his official
members he said:- "I have been in prison but the Lord has
brought me out. He did not send his angel; he came himself.
I am young and green, and I am sorry that you, my helpers and
counsellors are as green as I am. Like Solomon's fool, you
judge a matter before you hear it. You have been foolish and
wrong in putting me, a green young man, to torture as you have.
You can not do it any longer. I am j^our pastor until next
conference, unless 1 die before that time, and I am not partic-
ular which it shall be. I forgive you, brethren, and we shall,
by Sod's blessing, have a good time." And they did have a
good time. A large number were converted and added to th;e
church, including several of the children of official members.
The next petition which went from that charge to conference was
one signed by all the church officers, asking for the return
of X.
Another incident at this time shows X's courage in a
different activity: but it is the same man. That year he cast
his first vote. The Republican party w>- 3 then the reform party.
And X, a mafl of twenty-one, was one out of three in the entire
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county who dared vote the Republican ticket. .-"hen he came
out of the voting place, an old Democrat, chucking him under
the chin, and looking down into his honest eyes, said half
approvingly and half derisively, "You ' re a plucky boy'"
That Vermont hillside w,-s X's Mount Hareb. Tho no
literal burning bush appeared to him, an entire field of burning
bushes would not have made him any more certain that Sod spoke
to him. Here came the vision that led him throughout his life,
that filled his norizon. Here he received his commission, to
carry out which he spent his years. That relationship with
Sod was never broken; that communion was never disturbed; it
was the vital, energizing, inspiring factor of his entire
activity
.
It gives us the key to the study of his motives of
conduct. From now on, we find the characteristics, which we
saw in X as a boy, organized, as it were, grouped arourd a
definite ideal. Certain characteristics become prominent and
of v«lue. They are characteristics that appeared earlier, to
be sure, but are now in different relations. They take on
the form 7|iow in which they appeared during the rest of his life.
In the first place, X was a realist. A realist in
the sense in v/hich Oarlyle wa 3 a realist. The realist sees
things aa they actually exi3t under his eyes. The realist
of
says speak the truth, X was the strongest^realists in season.
To the possession of this realism he added its opposite;
romanticism is perhaps the best name for this characteristic.
The romanticist has a vision of the possibility of things.
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He says, to be sure, speak the truth; "but speak the truth in
love; or, as Stevenson expresses it, "Be true to the fact, and
have a good spirit in the treatment of it," Since X sav/
things as tney existed he could not "be satisfied with the world;
hut since he also saw their possibilities, he could be sympa-
thetic toward the world. He could cherish a reasonable
optimism, nil the time seeking the reform of conditions the con-
templation of which conduce to pessimism.
In the second place, the force of the vision was so
great that it gave X earnestness. In this, too, he wa3 like
Carlyle. fortunately, however, X possessed a characteristic
contradictory to this - humor. Earnestness without humor
leads to fanaticism. Humor keeps one from taking life too
seriously. Paul had it; so did Luther. It is this char-
acteristic that is scarcely of secondary importance in enabling
X to accomplish his work; it would not have been possible had
he not been blessed with a sane humor.
In the third place, another charactertistic closely
associated with the vision - in fact, the latter is impossible
without it, and it is unnecessary without the vision - that ia
a large faith. X had a faith that would wear. He was not
deceived into thinking that things could be accomplished
quickly, he believed the forces working for good were slowly
working forces. His faith would stand delay; more than that,
it would stand disappointment. One plan might fail, men
might lose their lives in the effort to follow the vision -

but the vision remained shining "bright over discouragements.
This faith gave him a calm poise that never left him. He
was not elated "by success, nor as has "been said, and what is
of greater import - thrown into despair by failure. The
one waa met with calm gratitude that a step had been taken in
advance, at the same time realizing that there was much still
to be accomplished, the other was met with the calm faith
which said,
"Hammer away ye hostile hands,
Your hammers "break, God's anvil stands."
This vision gave also a courage that was daunted at
nothing. This, at first thought, seems strongly opposed to
his modesty. Kis modesty, however, was the shrinking before
new situations which he saw made great demands, and to fill
which he realized great ability was needed. .«hen once the
responsibilities of a situation were put upon him he then
threw himself into the work with a " forget fulness of self
possible only to him who has denied its claims and with a fear
lessness possible only to him who has conquered fear." This
courage was not for himself, but for a cause; it was won by
his trust in v.iod, and n complete surrender of himself. His
belief in the truth of the cause and his faith in Clod so
filled him that he disregarded conse-uences , and lost himself
in the interests of the larger whole. This made his vision
effective
.
The attitude of Z toward his profession follows
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naturally from his devotion to the vision. The ministry was,
first of all, a call of God. A call did not consist in the
fact that one had failed in everything else, "but in the fact
that one was "moved "by the Hopy Spirit to preach." He did
not "believe that one should enter the ministry if he could
conscientiously turn to any other profession. He felt that
no calling demanded more of courage, industry, perseverence and
good sense than the ministry; that it took all there was of
a man - thought, energy, health, time, and consecrated life
to succeed in the ministry. Many years afterward he wrote,
"Health is still mercifully granted me, and the privilege of
preaching our glorious gospel over shadows everything else,
iho could ever think there was anything else higher or tetter?"
Still later, when engaged in educational work he wrote, "Never-
theless, give me the ministry, pure and simple, in preference
to any other position on earth. I rather be a pastor than
a king. I have no sympathy with a Methodist preacher who
desires anything lower; anything higher he cannot have."
X "became an effective preacher. Because of an early
attack of nervous dyspepsia he learned how to "best prepare
himself for the pulpit. The mornings were given to systematic
study in his library. The Bible wad the centre of thought
around which was gathered and grouped the world of ideas.
Preparation for the pulpit was finished by Friday night.
Saturday morning was spent in his garden which was always
acknowledged to be the best in the neighborhood. Ordinarily
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he v/ent to bed by ten o'clock. He was a moderate eater, es-
pecially on Sunday and Monday. Sunday morning after a break-
fast of cracked wheat and eggs and milk he would go to his
study an hour "before church time to review his sermon sketch;
he would then throw himself into his arm chair, which his
friends laughingly called his "Saint's Rest". He so trained
himself that he used to fall into a doze from which the opening
strains of the voluntary would awaken him to go into the pulpit.
He was under no artificial excitement, tea, coffee or tobacco.
In manner he was cheerfully serious and dignified. He im-
pressed his hearers with the thought that he waii conducting
a service to almighty God and not catering to the tastes and
whims of his audience. Above everything, X was natural; he
was himself in the pulpit. He imitated the manner ot voice
of no one else; nor affected a "pulpit-voice". He hated
artificiality anywhere. He did not believe in affecting
feeling. Artificial excitement in the pulpit, however gen-
erated, he believed, savored of insincerity. The depth of
feeling and the strength of expression should arise naturally
out of an apprehension of the subject and the needs of the
people; it was better to go without them than to produce them
artificially. There was an old maxim that X used to quote:
"Begin low, proceed slow;
Take fire; rise higher;
Be self possessed when most impressed."
In his expression X was logical and clear. His ser-
mons Were free from old stereotyped forms of phraseology and
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worn-out expressions . He was not afraid of new words; his
chie^ concern wes to speak so as to get the thought into
people's minds. His familiarity with the Bible influenced
his style in giving him "brevity of expression and aptness of
illustration.
One reason for his effectiveness was that he did not
try to impress himself on his audience. His natural desire
to please might have led him to do this had he not been
following his vision. For this reason he never offered apol-
ogies, not even when they might be true. He felt that to do
so looked like begging for sympathy or bidding for praise for
oneself. He believed like a good soldier in hiding one's
wounds for the sake of the cause. Instead of himself he
tried to impress his subject on his hearers. In the first
place he knew his subject thoroughly before he tried to present
it. He considered it necessary to know much more about a sub-
ject than could possibly be given out in a sermon. He did
not memorize his sermons; nor did he preach without any notes.
He used a sketch or outline. This required a more thorough
study of the subject, he felt, and allowed one to expand one's
preparation on the subject matter itself. Further than that
it left the mind free to adjust itself to the feeling of the
congregation, and left the eyes free - "those gatherers and
distributors of magnetic inspiration*', he called them. More
than that it left the minister free to preach instead of
delivering a sermon.
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In the second place he wps convinced of the truth of
what he said and believed it to be of importance to his hearers.
He taught the truth squarely and positively, giving such reasons
for his convictions as would be most readily appreciated and
convincing. He never gave his congregation to understand that
he had a disagreeable duty to perform in preaching the truth
he was to present. He felt that a community might not think
the minister a man of greet ability; they might sometimes doubt
his practical wisdom, and yet no serious harm result; but he
felt that if they lost confidence in the minister's sincere
devotion to God that Christianity was injured. "We have
no right," he said once, "to apologize for the message of God,
as if we should like to change it and make it more agreeable
if we could. If the minister is fully convinced that he has
the word of the Lord to declare whether it is concerning
heaven or hell, sin or salvation, it is his duty to stand with
God, not only in his words, but with every sympathy of his soul.
He has no right to plead for pity from his hearers and seem to
beg of them not to blame him for his harsh message. For a
messenger to apologize for the contents of his message is
scarcely less than treason to his King." Again he said,
"They (ministers) must stand with God on all questions. They
must be willing to stand alone if need be. They are supposed
never to withhold or to sacrifice the truth. They do not
make the truth; they only declare it. They may suffer in
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their feelings, their persons, or their worldly interests
as the result of their testimony, hut
,
being witnesses, they
are not at liberty to deny or conceal the truth. They are
always under oath."
In May 1853 he wes married to Mary Moore - a beautiful
woman, tall, dark and stately, with an even, pleasant dispo-
sition. One of her sons later said of her, "She talked low
and seriously, and when she had a long story telling visit
with me it awed me and made me her slave. I realize now what
a lovely character she must have been." She was ambitious
for her husband intellectually and made it possible in every
way for him to have time to study.
X possessed a strong sense of loyalty. Never in his
life did he suggest by word or by an expression of his face that
it would have been better had he not married so early. If he
had not he might have gone to college; not undoubtedly, for
the idea of its necessity w«s not so forcibly borne in upon
young men then. .',uch a training would have been of inesti-
mable value to I - not for the material or for the mental
discipline; the material he acquired outside of college build-
ings, as well as the discipline; with remarkable tenacity and
courage he held himself to habits of daily study. It has been
said that if you want to know what a student is, do not ask
what he knows or believes, but what he loves. Does he love
the rigor of study and the joy of elevated thoughts? X was
that kind of a student. Aitho the "masters" were not those
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found in professors' chairs, he could have truly said:
"For rigorous masters seized my youth,
A&d purged its faith and trimmed its fire,
Shew'd me the high, white star of truth,
There bade me gaze and there aspire."
X gained what thousands of college students never do
reach; but if in addition he had also been given the college
training it would have been worth a great deal to him. All
of his study was carried on in the presence of other work. He
did not have the college student's opportunity of putting aside
everything else and devoting himself entirely to the work of
study. Had this been possible he would have secured his edu-
cation under fewer difficulties. Further than that he would
have been early given a cosmopolitan touch; he would have
been given a different view point; he would have seen life
thru the serious college student's eyes. This last can come
otherwise only approximately, He would have had the compan-
ionship of scholars at a plastic age.
As it was, however, X was not what has been called a
"fractionally-minded" scholar. Altho his training in the
languages was postponed until later than is usual, he studied
Greek and Latin and German so that he could read them; they
were more difficult for him, however, than other branches of
study. Mathematics was a favorite subject. He had a
remarkable memory for history, science and facts of observa-
tion. He was always a student of life - biography, history
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and practical wisdom. <Ltho he knew but a part he could see
the whole; he had the sweep of the horizon and so could make
whole minded judgments.
"he same month that X was married he was ordained
deacon and stationed at Proctorsville where he remained for
two years. It is interesting to note that there were not
ten Sabbaths in the two years in which one or more persons
did not manifest a desire of salvation. At the next conference
he was ordained elder and stationed at Brattleborough. Here
we are given another illustration of his courage in following
out his own convictions of right. X was an anti-slavery man.
He used to add his assistance to the "Underground Railroad."
One night he was taking a colored man across the bridge over
the Connecticut River, when he discovered an officer of the
law stationed at the bridge to recapture "niggers." Retreat
was not advisable: they had been seen. So he walked straight
over the bridge with his charge. He said afterwards that he
was fully determined in his own mind that in case of opposition
either he or the officer would c^o into the river - and he
thought it would be the officer I Evidently the officer felt
convinced of the same thing, for he knew who X was; he
hesitated;- and let them go by unchallenged
i
During the second year at this appointment he spent
a month with friends in Hew York state , and during most of that
time aided the pastor there in revival services. 'rhe meeting
was more strongly marked by the presence of the Holy Spirit
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than any one he had ever "before witnessed. "Every service
seemed touched with divine energy. Suppressed weeping was
often heard in different parts of the house. In one meeting
several came forward for prayers "before an invitation was given,
and persons sought out those with v/hom they had "been at
variance and became reconciled to each other in the presence
of all," Quite a number were led to Christ, among them a
brother of X for whom he had felt special anxiety and in whose
behalf his journey had really been undertaken. He became a
minister.
It is interesting to note that so early in his ministry
X was conducting revival services himself and not depending on
the professional evangelist. It is to be wondered at that a
young minister should not have followed the example of his
older brother ministers and accepted the traditional viev/s on
revivals. Altho it was before experimental psychology had
thrown light on religious phenomena, the modern science has
only given proof in support of X's views on revivals. His
own religious experience, no doubt, opened his eyes to the
truth. He was ahead of many of his generation in the dis-
cernment of this truth. His views of revivals, strange to
say, remained unchanged throughout his life; in fact, experience
and psychology only strengthened the beliefs within him. And
his beliefs on this subject were always strong.
In the first place, X was of the conviction that much
of the revival effort unconsciously dishonored the Holy Spirit.
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Those engaged in it often asked Him to help them do their work,
instead of asking Him to accept their services in helping do
His work. They treated Him as an impersonal influence in-
stead of recognizing Him as the personal God - a lerson speaking
to persons - appealing to their intellects; never appealing
to selfish motives; "but convincing men of sin; working tenderly,
persistently, revealing Christ. When men do not jgonform to
His methods, thej are dishonoring the Holy Spirit. Further,
in grace there is seed time as well as harvest. One cannot
gather without going to the trouble of planting and watering.
The protracted meeting, he held, should not be planned "by the
calendar, but by the awakening spirit; it is not the one time
of year to save souls; evangelistic work should not be con-
fined to one season or to one place. More than that, the
Holy ->pirit works normally and thru the truth - without
deception or trick. X did not believe it was right to rely
on "tactics" - the attractions of newspapers, music, etc., he
properly denounced sensational advertising of revival services;
nor did he believe in a mirth provoking or eccentric style of
service. The altar service he felt was not wise - we have
noted his own experience -; not only because of the fact that
its results were often psychological and pathological phenomena,
but that it made one test, it set up one standard of religious
experience, irresepctive of age or temperament, which was apt
to result in superficial expression or attempt at impossible,
conformity.
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In the second place, he did not "believe in emphasizing
religions feeling. Religion, he saw, may he only the indul-
gence of a religious sentiment. "An emotional life which is
"begotten of genuine spiritual transformation is certainly of
great value, hut when fervid religious feeling is regarded as
the essenti.pl in spiritual states, when it is sought as the
evidence and gauge of piety, it "becomes a snare and a stumbl-
ing block to many who should be shown a more excellent way."
What he emphasized more than anything else upon the human side
was a right voluntary state. VTe have seen that this fact was
emphasized in Charles (5. Finney's sermons read in his home.
Conversion is not feeling, he insisted, but willing ; it is a
"devotion to the good of mankind according to the will of G-od
and a continued trust in Jesus Christ for salvation." True,
salvation is not all man, nor is it all S#di The passive in
religion had been emphasized to such an extent as to relieve
men of a ju3t conviction of their responsibilities. "One should
never be told," Z maintained, "that he needs more conviction
or deeper feeling. He should be shown that his duty is to
surrender himself to Christ at once without conditions, that to
wait for prompting feelings in the presence of apprehended
obligations is a wicked procrastination." Again he said,
".7e shall have repentance when we repent; men will be converted
when they convert. change ?s you can and should the supreme
object and aim of life; elect Jesus Christ to rule over and
in you; accept film to save you an€ you Will be as certain to
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saved aa that -od will not lie.''
-Leal revivals, X insisted, must have ethical results.
Reforns and revivals go hand in hand/' he reminded those who
when he waa an old man were lamenting i he failure of revival
efforts; "in 1857 the great revivals were in the churches that
took the strongest stand against slavery. A&d we doubt if
great revivals which shall awaken communities and whole countries
are not awaiting a united, uncompromising and aggressive
Christian movement against a soul-enslaving, drunkard-making
iniquity which is more shocking to civilization and more in-
sulting to heaven than was American slavery at its worst."
Such were X's convictions with regard to revival services,
and in the light of these he carried on his work. ./ith what
success we can judge from his presiding elder's account of a
revival on X's next charge: "He (X) waa in the spirit of his
v/ork, a strong, clear, moving preacher and he had a grand
success. It ia not often we see a community moved as they
were during his revival services in which some two hundred or
more professed conversion. Manjf scores united with our church,
and the other churches drank in the same spirit of lahor and
gathered a glorious harvest of souls."
This charge was his first appointment in western Hew
York. He had received many urgent invitations to change his
field of labor; when his mother died and his father went to
the home of some of his children in llew York state he earnestly
joined in requesting his son to remove to that section.
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?hat year the conference was held at Trumansburg.
Here it wa -3 that X went to the Bishop with the one and only
request that he ever mate to a Bishop concerning his own
appointment. His attitude regarding his own appointment is
given in a letter which he wrote a few years later to the
chairman of a committee which was hoping to secure him for
pastor
.
"It has "been my course to have as little to say in
reference to my appointment as courtesy will allow. I am
one of a conference d' Methodist preachers and choose to let
the responsibility rest where the church places it, with the
Bishop and illders. I have never chosen any appointment and
have never objected to more than two, one where I was sure
that I was not needed , the other where I then supposed I was
not wanted . I wish to go where I am "both needed and wanted;
my aspirations go no further. I ought to state, however, that
two other churches have already a "dressed me upon the subject,
to which I have made similar replies. I do not see why 1
should seek or object to either of them or to Lockport. But
I only ask to be relieved of the responsibility of committing
myself in advance of the judgment of the cabinet and possibly
in the face of other's interests."
This once he went to the Bishop not to secure an
appointment but to avoid one. Diiring the session he had
been told that he was to be stationed at the place where the
conference was being held. Unsought, considerable informa-
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tion had oome to him as to the state of the church there. A
member of the church who was wealthy, held a civil office, a
leading politician in the county, a steward in the church,
and president of the noard of trustees, was unscrupulous in
conduct, shrewd and vindictive, and a dread to the church and
community. X "begged of the Bishop to send him elsewhere,
promising him that he would be perfectly satisfied with any
other appointment in the conference. In relating the inci-
dent, Z 3aid, "The great Simpson gazed at me with his loving
"blue eyes, and I was ashamed and retreated from his presence,
vowing as I went out- that I would never again trouble a Bishop
with requests relative to my own appointment."
The history' of that year is important since it was
the first test of the material of which X was made, and because
it is characteristic of all the rest of his life.
The appointment was made, made at the insistence of the
very man whose presence in the church X so greatly dreaded.
He was exceedingly kind to X at first; he paid liberally,
visited him frequently, and took especial pains to tell him of
all the troubles in the church, and that he represented all
that was true and right . In the town the man was admired
for his ability, disliked for his conduct, and feared because
of his power. The church was continually taunted with his
manner of life, and the belief was freely expressed that his
money and his power gave him his standing in the church. The
tfhurch seemed paralyzed and unable to touch the community.
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Past the middle of the year this man, whom we will
call J, "became exceedingly angry at a gate-keeper at a county
fair held in the place, "because he was forbidden to drive his
team on to the grounds without showing his pass. He ordered
the gate-keeper awa_y in the most terrific terms, called for a
revolver and declared he would shoot him on the spot, and when
the gate-keeper refused to yield, turned his team at the gate,
drove to his house, and with his own revolver came again to
the gate. The managers had, however seen the contest, and
fearing results had changed men at the gate and there was no
shooting. This affair "became the talk of the town. For
several weeks X labored as he could get opportunity to secure
from J the admission that he had done wrong. Confession, how-
ever, was not his style, much less his spirit. At last X
concluded this part of pastoral la"bor by telling him: "Brother J
I -have done my best to persuade you to acknowledge your fault,
and this relieve the church and pastor of the imputation of
ignoring or conniving at open sin in you, but I have, to my
unspeakable regret, failed. How one of three things will take
place within a few days; you will confess your sin and promise
amendment ; or I will quit this charge; or you will be put on
your trial. I will not preach righteousness to the people
in this community, and at the same time give them occasion to
say that, because you have none:; and are a public man, you
can swear and threaten to murder and the Methodist Church takes
no notice of it." Whereupon J • replied, "You little Yankee
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Dominie, you do not know to whom you are talking; you had "better
let that jo"b out."
X was a new man in the conference. He dreaded the
collision. He consulted with ministers in the district and,
with one exception, was warned that to have trouble with J. was
to fall into the jaws of a lion. But his "belief in divine
suggestion outweighed all other considerations. As he related
it; "After a sleepless night and an agony of praj^er, it appeared
perfectly clear to me that to leave the charge would "be to play
Jonah, and that my only right course was to do what was "best
for the church and the cause of God and that whatever of cost
or trouble might come to me as the result, should have no
place whatever in the case. I was to do my work for Christ,
not counting my own ease or interest at all. I fully accepted
this view, and the morning dawned upon me in inexpressible
peace of mind. I "believe now that all the victory which was
won for the church that year of trial was won that night of
prayer. I had never a fear of results to the church or to
myself after that night."
The trial was an open court and lasted two days and a
night. Of course the committee found J. guilty. ".Then the decree
of expulsion was read the crowd "broke into cheering and stamping
that could not "be restrained. But J. of course appealed to the
Quarterly Conference. Here the verdict of the committee was
sustained. The next day, however, J. persuaded a confiding man
with whose ill wife he had prayed and wept to move a reconsider-
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ation when the adjourned meeting should open. The roads were
deep with clay mud, and a quick advantage was taken of the taddi
ness of the members, for the moment the town clock struck one,
a friend of J's arose and demanded the opening of the Quarterly-
Conference according to adjournment. As matters stood at that
moment J. could hove it all his own way. "For some reason,"
he used to say with a smile," the presiding elder called on me
to lead in the opening prayer, and tho I never believed in long
prayers in public, I have to confess that I prayed much longer
than usual. I did not do it either to be seen or heard of men,
but I did mean to secure time for members enough to reach the
church to defeat this underhand scheme. I knew just how
many times the door opened during my prayer, and whether it
w..3 answered or not, when I finished, the time consumed by the
prayer hod brought in a sufficient number of members to make
the d-cision of the case certain"!
J. then hired leading lawyers to assist him in pre-
ferring charges of maladministration against X at conference.
His case went to a committee. This X much regretted tho he
had reason afterward to be thankful for it gave him just the
opportunity he needed to show up the whole case. The committee
refused to leave their seats, but pronouncdd the whole affair
without cause and malicious in intent.
The church had only uninterrupted prosperity after that.
A heavy church debt of long standing was paid, a large donation
made to the pastor and more than two scores of souls were
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converted and "brought into the church within a year.
The attitude that X took at this time was one that he
always maintained. That a church can safely carry any man whom
it can reasonably hope to save, hut it cannot afford to keep
open and impenitent sinners; this greatly impairs its in-
fluence. God will stand "by such church action and such annual
conference action. And while church trials are burdens and
sometimes agonies to pastors, they have no right to shrink
fror them when the influence of the church is at stake. It
may involve what is exceedingly disagreeable , society relations
may be disturbed, support may be threatened, but if the good of
thechurch demand it, shrinking is a sin. God will stand by
the pastor who does his duty in this respect.
This attitude he always maintained. It made him
a strict disciplinarian in church matters. He felt that he
77a s the minister of the law, not the master of it. In some
places he found the church records had not been checked up
for years. X's love of order and system could not have en-
dured that records be in such condition, even had the good of
the church not demanded a revision. .'/hen members' names
were on saloon licenses, or they themselves were selling liquor
or were immoral, and they <vould not change, then X went to them
and told them they were harming the church and asked them to
withdraw of their own accord to save a church trial.
X was stationed at ~sbury Church in Rochester for two
years. This was his first experience in laboring in a big
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city which was a trial to him; his second experience in paying
off an old debt. He was then appointed to Frank Street
Church in the same city. In this city he and Dr. James £.
Latimer, afterwards of Boston University, vere warm friends.
They studied together and worked out problems together; their
discussions "being helpful to "both. In the third year at this
church a great affliction fell upon his home. His wife was
ill some months and then died, leaving three "boys under twelve
years of age, the youngest a small babe. X's home wa now
"broken up. The two elder "boys had "been sent to the home of X's
sister when their mother was taken ill. Lrow the babe who was
not expected to live was taken by LIrs. Hiram Davis into her
home and thru her patient and loving care day and night lived
and grew up to be useful* He said of this time: "The
piercing sorrow of those months and the unwearied attention
and kindness of the members of the two churches will ever stand
in my recollection as the transition of dark clouds and heav-
enly sunshine .
"
He had said before: "We must not take trouble hard.
Accept it as a part of our inheritance and never once think
that it does not belong to us. We must not brood over our
troubles, or talk much about them except to the Lord Jesus.
We must pierce the clouds with our prayers and faith, and
work on bravely." And in this spirit he did work on. But
his suffering and lonliness were intense.
Prevailing ideas concerning heaven were neither clear
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nor consistent; X's own conceptions v/ere incomplete and un-
satisfactory. He now "began a study of the Scriptures to find
out what they said a*bout the life after death. He had not so
seriously searched for enlightenment on this subject "before.
His attitude toward it the rest of his life had its source in
questions.
this investigation and influenced his attitude toward ultimate^
Jhile the words of hope that he found were a source of comfort
to him and to scores of timorous sould afterward, &e found th^t
everything the New -estament said on the future world could
"be written on the palm of one's hand. From his search he
came to the conclusion that a mistake is made in the frequent
a. plication of passages of Scripture to the future world which
have primary or exclusive r4ference to the present life; also
that a mistake is made in making the future world material; on
the contrary, he believed it was essentially spiritual. The
result of this investigation was to realize the necessity of
transferring the emphasis from the future to the present life.
X was ahead of his day in preaching a Christianity for this
present world. It was a thought that "became a permanent
possession of his and that he emphasized after this time.
This thought joined with his "belief, already shown, that God
is speaking to men and wanting to work thru men is the keynote
of his religion and ethics and philosophy.
This was a period of the deepest suffering and one of
the most critical in his life. His home was "broken up. His
children were growing up a^ay from him and not knowing him,

the two elder ones in an unfavorable atmosphere. He
kne^
what to do; he could not discover in which direction lay
path of duty, fitting at the piano in the twilight, ou
his hitter lonliness was horn:
"0 think of a home over there,
By the side of the river of life,
Where the saints all immortal and fair,
xvre rohed in their garments of white.
Cho:"0ver there, over there
think of the home over there.
"0 think of the friends over there,
T
,7ho "before us the journey have trod,
Of the songs that they "breathe on the air,
In their home in the palace of God.
"My Savior is now over there.
There my kindred and friends are at rest,
Then away from my sorrow and care,
Let me fly to the land of the "blest.
"I'll soon he at home over there
?ot the end of my Journey I see
Many dear to me heard over there,
Are watching and waiting for me."
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Although forty years afterward he could smile at
"I'll soon "be at home over there,
For the end of my journey I see,"
it was a reminiscent smile; for those lines like all the
others were the expression of his inner self at the time, and
he felt then that life could not possibly last long thus.
The song is sung to a different tune from the one X himself
composed for it. The hymn has "been translated into a score
of languages "by missionaries. Wherever human hearts are
helplessly sorrowing, it "brings comfort and points to the
light which Christianity "brought to life.
At the conference he asked to "be relieved of an appoint
ment and take such v/ork as he could and live with his sister in
order to "be with his sons. The Bishop would not consider it,
him
"but appointed^ again to Asbury Church. At the close of the
conference the Bishop gave him some good advice .adding: "I
haven't sent you to heaven this year, and you will find when
you get there that I have not sent you anywhere near it."
He was right. The immediate predecessor of X had entertained
a proposition to leave the Methodist Episcopal Church and
become second pastor of a Presbyterian Church. After a time,
however, he changed his mind and decided to remain in the
conference. The church was left in a sad condition. Am
effort had been made to raise a few thousand dollars for church
repairs and had failed. The church building had been sold
upon a small floating debt, the congregation was worshipping in
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a hall, "with a Sunday School of less than two hundred.
The church soon recovered its equilibrium. X himself
was so obviously working for the good of the church with never
a thought for himself that he set a good example for the members
to follow. He was above siding with any faction. He was
ohviously impartial. He was absolutely just. One man once
saift to him, ."If I were in the wrong, and you were against me,
I would not be afraid to let you sentence me; I could even in
that case trust your justice." He was wise enough to have
the unusual faculty of not committing ^ himself when he did
not wish to do so. He could answer questions with smiles,
evasions, observations, advice, or silence. Throughout his
life he was continually put in situations following discord.
Undoubtedly it was these characteristics that made it j>ossible
for him to fill such positions. Also, in the people he inspired
such confidence in himself that disharmonies were lost sight of
in larger interests. .lost of the families that had taken
church letters returned to Asbury Church; others were added by
conversion so that the membership increased one-third in the
three years. Soon ^15,000 was raised and the church recon-
structed and furnished.
His personal problem was becoming more serious, however,
'his was one of the darkest periods of his life. Ho one but
himself knows the sleepless, nights during which Jje besought
guidance. At last he became convinced of the will of the Lord;
and secured the consent of the young woman, and before he vsent
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to General Conference that year at the head of his delegation,
he "became engaged to the daughter of LIr. Hiram Davis, one' of
the leading men in the church. i'his woman made X's work her
chief interest and his church her field of labor. She took
especial care that his home should "be managed without friction
and with a view to the interests of his work. A president of
the "board in one of X's churches said: "To you, Mrs* Z, I
Dr.
{jay say a great measure of^X's work is due - to your untiring
devotion to the work of the master, help in pastoral work,
sympathy with the sick and afflicted, and kindly and cheerful
Dr.
diposition. Surely^X may rise up and call you "blessed."
From the seat of the General Conference in Chicago, X
wrote daily reports to one of the Rochester papers. One
article is particularly interesting and important., It is con-
cerning the Senior bishop, the aged Bishop Morris. 'I'he article
gives the fact that even at that time X had an ideal old man, and
it describes that ideal to us. It will "be interesting to learn
later how near to that ideal he himself ever attained. A
realization, of course, of the pitfalls increases the probabil-
ities of success.
"There is something peculiarly grand in a happy old man.
Solomon spoke not more piously than aesthetically when he
declared that a gray head is sometimes a crown of glory. As
the case may he, no other crown means so much of real honor.
Sun-set is sad only v/hen smothered in clouds. It is the crown
of the day when it throws its splendor up the heavens, and
chastens the light which falls "back on the earth.
i
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"Too often old age seems to forget its glorious possi-
bilities • The old were once young, and then had the fervor
and vigor of youth. Youthful scenes stand in the mind of the
aged more vivid and fresh than passing occurrences; hence the
natural inference, 'Former days were "better than these.'
Progress looks to many of the aged like reckless deteriotation.
?or this reason old men often despair of the future, grow un-
happy and unhopeful and torture themselves and others by
soureness of spirit, ^specially is this the case with men in
high position. They are not sure to see their own growing in-
capacity; they feel position slipping from their grasp; they
see others rising into place and seeming to crowd them off the
stage and they yield to destiny reluctantly. If to these facts
he added physical infirmities in various forms, which generally
afflict the aged, it must be confessed that an old man full of
cheerful, hopeful piety is a hero and a victor "It is
this cheerful, trusting, characteristic which is most prominent
in the old man nov;. He hears with disgust the notion that
Methodism is not as good now as when he was a hoy. He casts
away as equally false the idea that the country is going to
ruin. He thinks the world is going to be converted and that
Christ's religion will yet conquer all. He does not expect
it in his day but enjoys the thought that he shall look at it
and joy in it from the other shore."
"he same spring the degree of D. B. was, at the sug-
gestion of the President, conferred on X by Genesee College. A
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few years later when that college was consolidated with Syracuse
University , the latter university conferred the degree ad lunden.
After a full tern at another Rochester Jhurch X was ap-
pointed presiding elder of Troy district, '.'his district was
large. X attempted to do all the work which came to him, and
traveled almost entirely "by horse and carriage. At the end of
two years he found he had undertaken what he could not carry
thru safely to his health, and seeing no way to remain upon the
district and do less, he requested to be relieved from district
work. The Bishop was reluctant to grant the request, hut ap-
pointed, him to the University ^venue Church, in Syracuse, remark-
ing as he did so: "There, "brother, I have answered your prayer,
hut I have not increased your joy." In this he v/as mistaken;
X greatly enjoyed this field of labor. The church was the
University church, made up of excellent families, including- among
its members the Chancellor and many professors of the University
and the family of Bishop Haven. A noble corps of men made up
the official board.
To fill the pulpit X put himself to the hardest mental
discipline to which he had ever been subjected. He studied with
intense application and with unremitting determination. He
had perhaps never before been given a task which, in his opinion,
to such an extent required a superior man. He enjoyed the class
of people that made up the church; he enjoyed preaching to a
congregation that were intellectual, that were students, that
wanted the truth. Some time before this, X had been made a
1\
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nenher of the Board of Trustees of Syracuse University and
elected Secretary. So with the calls of the University, church
duties, the raising of a large deht and his own lines of study,
he was kept "busy to the linit of his tine and strength. He
siaid here the full tern, each year "being enthusiastically and
unanimously requested to return.
X was then sent "back to Rochester for the third term at
^shury Church. That he whs. sent for the third term to the same
church, and for the sixth in the same city gives us an idea
of his popularity. Both he and the church enjoyed this term
even more than the other two terms. He was then made presiding
elder of 3uffalo District, in place of Dr. Hunt who had heen
elected Book Agent at Hew York.
While here he had a unique experience; one which shows
his personality .as well as any other incident that could "be
related. There wos not far from here an Indian trihe to whom
X had preached on several occasions. The chief of this trihe
died; after which there arose sharp contention "between factions
in the trihe ft a to hi3 successor. The strife "became serious.
All last a deputation was sent to X setting forth the unhappy
condition and petitioning him to act temporarily as their chief •
.-.t their urgent solicitation he consented and went weekly or
fortnightly to preside at the tribe meeting acting like the
primitive king in the triple capacity of ruler, judge, and
priest. The trihe enjoyed peace and happiness and finally
anicably decided the question as to the Indian who should "be
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their permanent chief.
The fact that simple, ignorant Indian tribesmen so
trusted X that they were willing to hand over the affairs of
their tribe - the only thing which was really any longer theirs -
to the complete Jurisdiction of one of the hated white men,
gives us an idea of the implicit confidence which the man in-
spired in every one. This incident is characteristic of the
entire career of X, altho this is, to be sure, the most unusual.
The factor which was of superlative importance in X's
entire life is v/hat we have already spoken of as his vision or
ideal, and which is the event with which this period opens and
in the light of which we have studied his early ministry. That
vision "brought to a head, as it were, all of his powers and
activities. It organized his characteristics, so to speak, as
we have already described. Emphasis has already been laid
upon the characteristics prominent during this period, his
earnestness, his calm faith, and his honesty. It was possible,
we have seen, for him to follow dissension and ill-feeling and
restore calm and happiness. More than that, but as the result
of the characteristics already mentioned, he inspired in others
implicit confidence in hims If. Thi3 confidence excites our
wonder until we understand the poise and the honesty v/hich were
prominent
its foundation. But^above all other characteristics stool his
courage. It was a courage for the cause of righteousness, so
intense, so undaunted, that the interests of self became secondary
and of small importance.
*
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In this spirit this young man started out to follow the
ideal. The ideal itself he never questioned. His own desires
and interests were never for a moment its rivals. The supreme
purpose of his; life to live true to that ideal necessitated
certain motives and demanded and developed certain character-
istics. This we have already noticed in X's early ministry.
That it is increasingly true we shall see in the next period of
his mature ministry.
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GHAPTSR III. Mature Ministry .
Intense as had "been X's sorrow over the death of his
wife, he t/ps to learn that the death of a saint is "beautiful,
for hope and sweet nemories lighten the heavy "burden of lonli-
ness. Another death now cane into his home, the death of the
first "born. ".Ye know that X's grief at the time of his wife's
death had "been mingled with and intensified "by his deep concern
for his sons. How W£<s that concern without foundation. Death
was the tragic close of the sad record of the eldest son.
_he details of this part of X 's history are difficult
to learn; and the motives of X's conduct can "be analyzed with
no certainty, "because of his absolute silence on the subject.
'.Ve know, however, that the eldest boy, Charles Finney, was won-
derfully lovable, possessed with splendid qualities, "but with
an ensnaring desire to please. He was the favorite in all
circles. When he was sent to the home of the aunt, as has
"been mentioned, he fell in with unfortunate associates; it was
a disaster ous change for him. At home again, he chafed under
the restraint of X's authority. He was a deep sorrow to X
all of the tine that he was at home. X loved the boy devotedly;
he would have given his life for him; he did suffer for him
nore than death and the iudgnent. But he did not know that
there was any other way to bring up a child than the way he
himself had been brought up; or else he did not believe in any
other way. Altho he was, no doubt, far removed from his own
1
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early environment in Tuantit^r of training, ao to speak, it must
"be supposed, however, that the quality of training remained the
same. If Charles Finney had "been the kind of a boy that X had
"been, the same methods would, no doubt, have been as successful
with him as they had proved to be with X. As it was, he was of
a temperament as different from that of X as can be imagined.
The different temperament called for different methods. And
X understood neither the temperament nor a method appropriate
to it. Besides, X had been under the influence of his mother,
while his son was without one for the years when he could have
been most influenced for good, -''his is not an attempt, however,
to study the motives of responsibility of the son, but of his
father.
The boy went to the Seminary to prepare for Syracuse
University. (X wished, we see, that his sons have the ad-
vantages of college) His style of life here was not different;
and when he and a fascinating widow, older than himself, became
attached to each other there seemed little hope of his improve-
ment. Finally, Charles Finney went west; a change in circum-
stances was all that was necessary, he argued, not a change in
himself, -vfter practicing lav/ in a small town for awhile he
went to l<ew Orleans. From here he wrote for money; at last
promising to come home if more money for car fare were sent him.
This ws done. Then for weeks X heard the sound of the latch
key every time the gate was opened day or night; every time
steps approached the house he listened and prepared himself
1 <
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to go to meet the prodigal; every time he was disappointed. At
last when the suspense and suffering seemed unbearable , there
came a telegram from Hew Orleans containing the message that
Charles ?inney had committed suicide.
X could never speak of that sonj his picture was never
seen in the home, his name was never heard. Such suffering
comes only to parents breaking their hearts over lost sons;
such suffering as was X's comes only to those parents who not
only feel deeply but who, also - and what is more to the point -
have exalted views of the righteousness of God and believe
strongly in the responsibility of the human agent and the awful
character of sin. It is the same kind of sorrow that made
Jesus weep over Jerusalem - "How often would I have gathered
thee, and ye would not. Behold your house is left unto you
desolate." And He was the only one who knew the •lepth of the
grief that came to X thru this tragedy.
Here may be found one reason that strongly influenced
X to throw himself unsparingly into the prohibition cause,
because he had just felt so keenly the tragic results of the
liruor traffic. His attitude toward this e vil characterizes
the first part of this period. T7e now see his honesty and
fearlessness in a new line of activity - yet not in an entirely
new line of activity but far more prominently. - ;e have seen
his fearlessness in voting the Republican ticket the first time
he cast a vote. How, the reform party was the Prohibition, or
so-called Third Party. He became disgusted with the shallow
> 1
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pretexts of the former party and joined the Prohibition party.
He did not argue out what was the safe thing to do; he "believed
a good nan would advocate what was right in public or private
affairs whether it concerned his party or his purse. He "be-
lieved in "being reckoned with those that counted for righteous-
ness;
"Then to side with truth is noble,
".Then we share her wretched crust."
At this tine he took his stand as the uncompromising foe of the
liquor traffic. He entered the field of politics; altho
unwilling at first, we shall see the motives which influenced
him.
X was a man of too keen judgment to ever hold the belief
that the Prohibition party as a party would come into power.
He did "believe, however, that it, like the old Abolition party,
had a mission, which was to keep alive an issue. He "believed
that a certain amount of long continued insistence on a reform
necessary in order to rouse the people to its importance. It
made no difference then, how the reform was brought about; the
necessity was to bring it before the ;eople; and this was the
prohibition party's mission.
This was a period of great activity. In the first
place, X's pen wa3 in constant use, not only answering mis-
representations and writing on temperance subjects, but other
articles as well on religious subjects, notes on the ^unday
ichool lessons, and Homily for the Home. The humour in the
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teriperance articles reminds us somewhat of that of his father.
In answer to an article in one of the papers he says: "Is it
true that such is the relation of the Republican party to the
liquor traffic, that for a "body of ministers to express their
views adversely to its legislation is to shake a red flag in
the face of infuriated political hulls? Yours for truth and
against the license traffic." Again, closing an article in
which he shov/s how the paper has in an incredible way misrepre-
sented the action of the conference; "Is this as near the truth
as the republican press is able to get in the present campaign
when it is speaking of temperance and prohibition?" Again,
after a vote had been taken by the members of the church on a
question that w s to come before the General Conference, the
had
paper reported for one thing that the members^ come together
without a study of the subject. In closing his reply to this X
says: "They (the editors) do not know that. i'hey admit that
the question had been vigorously discussed in the pulpits and
by the church papers for two years. 1 And they do not seem to
know that the insinuation made that a hundred or more of the
members of the church were not sufficiently informed to know
what they wanted will not appear to all as beautiful for its
modesty." A series of articles on temperance by "Deacon
Moderate" remind us of "Biglow Papers" - not in the dialect, but
in "^he delicious humor which was quite opposed to that in his
more controversial writings and which was very effective.
We get some light on the motives behind his writing from
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the reasons which he publishes for not answering a "re joinder" :-
"1. If the author really thinks his statements are arguments
it would "be of little use to reply to him; if he does not, it
would "be of no use at all,
2. ./hat I have written was for the sole purpose of
<£ott- cting some mistakes I judged to "be misleading or of harmful
tendency. The writer of the rejoinder, however, is evidently
a man who, in his own estimation, never makes mistakes, at least
none to he admitted and corrected.
3. Vtj first commu. ication was written with a supposition
that a man who could deliver himself so positive^ and enormously
upon the gravest theological problems must have a desire for
the truth. I regret to think that this supposition was one of
my mistakes."
His first work was an effort to make the saloons keep
the law. He and two other ministers made themselves a committee
with this purpose. They collected evidence and with the
assistance of a detective at their own expense brought to light
facts which resulted in the revoking of several licenses.
Z gives us his convictions v/ith regard to the relation
of the pulpit and moral reforms:- "Christ's kingdom is a coming
one. Reforms are the results of religious forces. V/ith the
tfhurch it is the question of hushanding the forces of her
religion and of keeping in line with the movements of God's
kingdom and providence. With the ministry it is the question
of leading forth the army of the Lord at the 'sound of a going
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in the tops of the mulberry trees.' '.7e have not done
enough in advancing moral reforms as long as there is some-
thing more which we can do."
the fact that
He realized, however, that ^reforms in this day find their
way to political platforms complicates the relation of the pulpit
to reform. For eiample , a sermon of his upon TT The Brotherhood
of Man" was pronounced a "powerful gospel sermon", hut when
republished years afterward was declared to "be rTan incendiary
document"; the change was not in the sermon, hut it had come to
have political bearings. His attitude toward the tradition
that the pulpit and politics have nothing in common X expresses
forcibly :
-
"He (the minister) is fearlessly and strongly to advocate
and defend reform movements. In his pulpit he is a public
teacher, and should do what he can to shape the convictions of
his congregation upon all that is vital to their moral ?/elfare.
He is there with hi3 Bible to show how old truths should be
applied to modern life; and he is there with his manhood and
his citizenship consecrated to the same holy cause. He is
there, not merely for a religious service, but for his neighbors,
for their homes, for the church and for the country, for God
has to do equally with all. He should make no subject a hobby,
but there are abundant reasons why questions of public morality
and moral reforms should not be strangers to his pulpit, and
why they should never there be handled in a timid or gingprly
manner.
"
^Sain he says.
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"This work should be done in the pulpit for the sake of
the church. Public vices present fearful opposition to the
work of the church; in civil laws and theit execution, in the
character of public officers and in the good order of society
generally the church has much of her success at stake
"Further, there is a wretched delusion among many
professed Christians even, that their religion and their citizen
duties belong to departments of life entirely separate from
each other. They appear to think that their religious duties
must be done with conscience and in the fear of God, but that
in their political duties all the wickedness of the world is
innocent and allowable. This false idea of religious life
has destroyed the spiritual life of not a few and rendered them
weights upon the hands of the church. Rightly viewed there are
no responsibilities more weighty and no duties more religious
than thoso which arise from citizenship. Wo controlling
motive, no grade of honesty is right in a political campaign
which would be wrong in a pulpit or prayer-meeting, intelligent
and honest consecration takes all there is of life into the
service of God, 3ut if there is anything tfhich encourages
this delusion of a double life, half-saint and half-devil, it
is a pulpit which shuns the discussion of reform questions the
moment they enter the political field. It is a practical
confession that whatever has to do with politics is necessarily
profane. And pray, what has the fact that a moral question
has gone into political issues to do with a minister of God?
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If the subject was properly in his pulpit "before it is certainly
needed there when some iniquity has rallied political organi-
zations to its support. He nead not and should not discuss
political issues as such, nor introduce parties and candidates in
his Sabbath services; but let him not be driven from his watch-
man's post or allow his lips to be locked over anything which
Ood forbids or enjoins. All the more should he lift up his
voice when he sees iniquity intrenched in the strongholds of
political favor. If he suffers forthis he will remember that
the Lard told him He would, but that he is sure of the divine
approval and protection."
The first great temperance excitement in which X was
active came in the defeat of Blaine, brought about by the Pro-
hibitionists voting for 3t. John. The anger and ill-feeling
aroused over this and the curses heaped upon the Prohibitionists
we of this dpy cannot understand; but we are not used to torch
light processions, and banners ;j.nd meetings and speeches, nor
such rabid political partisanism that would make some of the
friends of X lm family refuse to call until the picture of
3t. John should be removed from his window; nor such intense
feeling that would make the men of X 1 s congregation insist
upon conducting him safely to his home after prayer meeting or
Sunday evening services. Bitter words from men whose
character and usual candor would have promised better things;
citizens who were not Republicans were "fools" and "criminals".
The oaths and hard names were comparable in spirit to the gun
r
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used on negroes in the south for voting the Republican ticket I
X was nominated for Congress on the prohibition ticket
in 1806. In acquainting him with the fact the committee
wrote: "The Convention was well aware that you did not desire
the nomination, and also that your judgment was against naming
any gospel minister for the position. .Vhile in full accord
with the view that ministers should not, as a rule, "be asked
to stand as candidates for political office, it wr-s felt that
there are exceptions to the rule and that the present case
furnishes such an exception. Quoting from your recent utterance,
' >7e want a man who can stand hard names and threats and mud;
a good and "brave man whose prominence comes from his character
and his earnest work for prohibition'
. . and who can "better
lead in tMs holy crusade, on "behalf of home, country and the
church of C-od, than he whose vocation it is to arouse men to
right and noble action by appealing to conscience. leadership
here is in no wise inconsistent with the normal work of the
ministry. Consenting to serve the convention and its con-
stituency as their candidate on a prohibition platform, you
stand not as a selfish s- eker after office and its spoils,
but you stand for a principle and policy vital to the welfare
of all that is sacred to the citizen and the Christian. And if
those who claim to be statesmen refuse to lead in the campaign
for reform, then surely the way is open and the duty clear for
the public teachers of morals in answer to the call of their
fellow citizens to become standard bearers." Accordingly, X
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put aside personal considerations and accepted the nomination.
During the campaign one of the papers in discussing the
candi>aoy of this pastor of one of the strongest churches in
"Ve stern Bew York said: ,r.7e do not suppose that Dr. X expects
to he elected, "but we are prepared to say that if he does get
into the hall of our national law-makers he will he the peer
in point of ability of any of the men who surround him. t$m
would "be "better equipped for dehate on any subject, and few
would he a"ble to express themselves ao forcibly and eloquently
as our learned and popular clergyman."
X made a magnificent run, doubling the prohibition
vote and polling more than 16% of the vote cast.
The next year he was nominated for Secretary of State.
At this time in the liquor-paper, that had misquoted and mis-
represented prohibitior.ists for years, appeared this editorial:
'If the good Doctor is as powerful a politician as he is a
pastor he will sweep, the state. But we mistrust he is too
honest to be successful in his new calling. If there is one
man in the Prohibition party who is honest in his convictions
and believes he is doing Sod's service it is Dr. X."
This from a liquor paper I
X made a good fight: he went up one side of the state and
down the other side, speaking at all important tov/ns. »i a matter
of fact, he pulled the largest vote for the ticket up to that
time. It is doubtful if there has been enough excitement since
to raise that record.
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The next year came the famous landslide in Hew Y rk
politics, 'Tarner Miller, once senator, several times in the
lower house, was republican candidate for governor. He Wc-s a
man of marked ability, the unquestioned leader of Hew York
republicanism and idolized by his party. Warner Miller was
also a Hethodist. Z offered three resolutions to the district
Conference :
1. For a Methodist to accept a nomination on a license
platform is against the spirit of the church.
2. For a member of the General Conference which made this
resolution (against high license) to accept a nomination on a
High license platform is an affront to the church.
5. Commended Warner Miller for a speech in which he urged
every map to vote according to his convictions I
To which a liquor paper said: "7/e would be more than pleased to
have Dr. X's assurance that none of the members of the con-
ference are violating their sacred calling by laboring out of
the pulpit to defeat Earner Miller the Methodist. If Warner
Miller is defeated it will be because he is in favor of restrict-
ing the liquor traffic by a high license."
And he was defeated. There came the usually not explain-
ed cris3-crossing of politics in Hew YOrk ~>tate. General
Harrison carried the state and thereby gained the presidency,
^avid Hill defeated Warner Miller for governor. Business
adversity and other misfortunes foil-wed after him, so that
at eighty years of age he had neither honor, position, nor
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fortune. Only recollections were left him.
But for his uncompromising "bravery X paid the price.
He was not surprised. "Faithfulness to personal convictions"
he declared, "is not achieved without effort and sacrifice."
The price he paid was not that which the liquor paper intimated
he was paying:- "Yte "believe he has greatly impaired his useful-
ness "by his vehement espousal of the cause of the political
prohibition party and that "by his course in that respect he is
doing more harm than good to the cause of temperance, morality
and good government in his own state." The price was that he
w s slandered and hated and lied about. lien who had "been his
"best friends "became his enemies because he had been so influ-
ential in bringing about defeat to the Republican party. The
price was the loss of preferment in the church.
X was delegate to the General Conference that year for
the sixth time. He clearly expressed his attitude toward
office-seeking in the church :-
"There is one place from which it (politics) can and in
the name of all reason and righteousness it should be utterly and
forever debarred. That place is the church of Jesus Christ.
Tersonal ambitions, self-seeking, and electioneering in the
church of Him who w? shed His disciples feet and humbled Himself
even to the death of the cross are inconsistencies which might
shock the heavens. Planning and struggling for election to
church offices on the part of Christian ministers can scarcely
be thought of without a feeling of condemnation and disgust
... Brethren in the ministry, we owe it to Christ and the
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.'".ethodist church to keep our hands stainless from such schemes
of personal ambition. Shall we, under the eye of Him who said,
'Tnosoever exalteth himself shall "be abased' use our ministry
as vantage ground for office s-eking?" -nd X had the satis-
faction of knowing that he had never in his life asked any man
to vote for him for any office whatsoever. "I would" he wrote
in a letter, "go to the "bottom of the ocean as s on as 1 would do
anything directly or indirectly to get myself a vote, 'j.'here
is a plenty of that in the church without my help, or soiling
my hands or soul with it." At this same General Conference he
w- s even the author of the rule of the "wo-thirds Majority Vote
for Election of bishops, which rule has remained in force ever
since
.
3o intense w B the feeling aroused over the liquor
uestion and toward those who had any part in it - absolutely
inconceivable to us of the present day - that his best friends
would not vote for him because he had so hurt their party - and
X was not elected bishop. Of the next General Conference he
was not a member, being under transfer to a western. state ; at
the time of the next one he was of an age at which men were
supposed to be ready to retire - at which he himself, in fact,
was preparing to retire. -he tide in the affairs of men which
leads on to fortune had passed its full. 3o it might be
supposed, but so it did not prove. He was kept for a work in a
Western state, one that demanded his ability, and, above all,
depended upon his unselfish devotion to the ideal. i'ew others
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could have done it; no others were found willing to sacrifice
everything for the sake of being true to the vision. X did not
regret it. In fact, not a word nor an expression of the face,
even in his family circle, ever suggested that the thought of
the possibility of such preferment in the church had occurred to
h;im. He had been faithful to the heavenly vision. In that
bright light which transcended all other lights personal advance-
ment was merely contingent; it was not to be considered as an
end or as an object for concern. His head might be bloody
but it was unbowed; he had never taken his eyes from the goal.
X's last written expression on the liquor question in
an address to the Church 3outh shows us that, altho he had
never felt himself called to take again such an active part in
the prohibition movement - he left the firing line for younger
men - nevertheless his attitude had in no degree changed, nor
his strong feeling abated. He said:-
"Liethodism, in common with all branches of the church
militant, is confronted by evils of gigantic proportions. Fore-
most among these is the liquor system of the country. Foremost,
I say, not only from the number of its victims and its unblushing
defiance of restraint, but from the fact that where it does
not create, it openly supports all other vices. Its inspir-
ation is the greed of gain and the spirit of gross self-
indulgence. Its work is to develop and sustain appetite as the
fascinating, governing and enslaving power in the manhood of
our country. It is thus the perfected antagonism of the kingdom
11
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of vjO&, Through it our young men in appalling numbers are
lured from home and school and church. An army which our
churches seem unable to reach are in the saloons and their
accompanying haunts of dissipation. This iniquitous business,
in itself so hostile to righteousness, is rendered still more
formidable by its toleration and protection under the laws.
'_'he manufacturers and dealers say "There is money in it". The
government says, "There is revenue in it". Both arguments
are essentially one, and would justify any other form of iniquity
upon condition that it could be made a source of financial profit.
Chartered by the laws, in partnership with the government , it
has become a power, the nature and magnitude of which menaces
all which patriots and Christians hold dear. Politicians
court its favor, juries condone its criminal impudence, and
largely the secular press awaits its commands. Sadder still,
here and there a professed minister of the gospel becomes its
apologist, and the voices of many more which should be the
awakening thunder of the prophet die away into the patronizing
silence of the priest. However this may look to us, there is
a generation not far behind us who will regard this as a
chapter in history as shocking to the moral sense. Iio decree
of an Egyptian Pharaoh, dooming the boyhood of a whole race
to death, was ever so far behind the light of its age as is
the license of the liquor system, so common in the United
States V/e have to confess, however, that there is an
amazing amount of apathy upon this subject among us, and no
<
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saall degree of inconsistency, ''.any seem to have little expecta
tion that anything can be effectually accomplished, others
dread the contest thru which "bettered conditions must "be reach-
ed, and nany more subordinate the whole subject to local in-
terests or political relations. As a church we are but half
living up to our Discipline upon this question, Surely the
time is alrea fly iipon us when the whole personality of Methodism,
whatever names it may bear, should wage an unflagging war upon
this soul-ruining, church-hating, country-disgracing business -
an army of the Lord, disheartened by no obstacles, intimidated
by no threats, absorbed by no political combinations."
Politics, however, was not X's only line of activity.
He was made a member of the Pompelan Club, the literary men's
club of the city. An account of one of the meetings throws
an interesting light on X's mental outlook at that time; it
says: "There was a large attendance to hear Dr.X on "How Far
Does the Human Element Extend in the Bible"; for he has well
known ability to invest any subject assigned with more than
ordinary interest. As a reasoner he is unsurpassed in the
club; his argument is absolutely unassailable." X, then,
this notice shows , was continuing his study. H©thing had
been allowed to interrupt that. And this early we find him
conversant with "higher criticism". This fact and the phrasing
of his subject shows that he was familiar with the thought of
the t ime
.
The work of the church, however, - as would be expected
4r
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from his attitude to»7ard his vacation, yet scarcely anticipated
from his untiring activity in other fields - was his centre of
interest. Beside paying an old heavy debt, a jlO.OOO chapel was
"built, and the membership increased. Never was a pastor more
thoroughly worshipped "by a congregation.
A newspaper item in this connection appears most amusing
from the present standpoint. The "baccalaureate sermon to the
High .School was ^reached by X. The newspaper spoke in the
highest terras of the "benefit to the class of a sermon from this
"venerable adviser"! Clearly, he wa:3 believed to be soon
arriving at the age when he would be too old to preach sermons.
And yet a score of years after that time he was delivering
baccalaureate sermons to classes graduating from the college of
which he was Chancellor! Another interesting fact about the
sermon was that in it he stated briefly his views on education
he
that^ afterwards advocated in connection with his own university;
so that we know that he held these views long before, and was
not a new convert to them on account of his connection with a
denominational school. l-'irst, he advocated compulsory educa-
tion; second, that there should be moral training in the public
schools, such that neither Jew nor Catholic would be offended;
but third, that while a creed could not be taught, irreligion
should not be taught; altho it was not necessary to require the
reading of the >jible, neither should it be prohibited; and
fourth, that the church should provide schools where religious
training, also, should be given.
•-4
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xhere now cone incidents which no doubt influenced X
to make the next change which he made. One was the death of a
"beloved nephew. Another was a serious illness. From X's
reserved account of both we can form an idea of the affliction
of that tine :
-
"An ugly tooth, born put of due time and occupying an
unnatural position in my mouth misbehaved exceedingly. A faith-
ful dentist and myself spent a half-hour in removing it, since
which time the bruised tissues and the splintered jaw \8.ve mis-
behaved a thousand times worse than the tooth had done. Jaws
fixed so as nearly to close my mouth, irritative fever, abscesses,
splinters of bone working their way out, and torturing pain
tell the story of nearly ten weeks. During this affliction,
my "beloved nephew and namesake fell at his post. I had reasons
for living him not felt by all. I thought CrOd gave him to me
in place of my first-horn for whom 1 ever mourn. I saw him
come from college With a record u; stained and a zeal for God
unquenched "by college honors. I knew when secular life tempted
him v/ith its thousands a year, (for one thing, the late Dr. Harper
wished him for his assistant \ , and when the victory came to him
which made him say, 'My father was a Methodist preacher, I know
something of the hardships of that life, 1 shrink from them,
hut I trust I shall settle this question with all considerations
aside excepting what will pie- se the Lord * Always modest
,
aT.vays manly, courageous to the last point of his convictions,
his "beautiful life was to me an inexpressible delight. My
t<
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heart had already assured itself that a future of extensive
usefulness and Messing to the church was "before him, and when
the tidings of his death came , at a time when consciously to
myself, I had not slept ten consecutive minutes in as many
days and nights, it seemed to me that physically 1 went to
pieces like a storm- struck vessel in the sea Altho this
has "been a chapter in personal suffering and sorrow of heart
unloi07;n to me before, the fact of Clod's care for his children
at ever;'' moment has "been vividly with me in all. Indeed,
I know as I have not always known, that Christ revealed is
peace in trouble and light in the darkest day."
In this connection we are interested to learn that Z's
faith wa ^ not a blind faith nor without reason. He never
believed that the death of this young man was the will of the
Lord! He did believe, as Pope phrased it,
".-'hen the loose mountain trembles from on high,
7Till gravitation cease if thou go by?",
that £od works by la;;s, if these are disobeyed, it is not His
will, but the consequences follow. The nephew had so lowered
his vital force, by continuing to board at a widow's home,
v;here he w s losing weight each v/eek, because she was a member
of his church and needed the money and he could not well get
away, that when the t2Tnoi ^ fever siezed him he could not
fight it.
X resigned for several months vacation to recuperate
from his long illness, before taking up another year's work.

"hen same the call from the west, from Trinity church, in
Ilebraska. He had preached there a few years previous when
stopping over Junday with an old family friend on the way to
visit his sons who were in Nebraska, The external circumstances
influencing: were: first, that, altho the preceding pastor of
Trinity church had "been insane as after events proved, and had
left the church in division and disturbance, nevertheless the
request to X was signed by every member of the official board;
this oneness of spirit and action seemed to him a prophesy of
blessing. Second, his sons and the dear family friend united
in urging him to accept the call. further, the death of the
beloved namesake who he had hoped would carry on his work,
and to whom could be given his library and his mantle , had
left him without that object of activity; now it seemed that
all his work were going to end with his own life, and that
that surely could not be far distant. How, instead of the
cares of a large, progressive church, he felt that he wanted a
smaller field of labor; 8 little church in which he could quietly
gather the people Sunday after Sunday to hear the truth as he
had discerned it. One might, at first thought, suppose his
transfer to be a reaction from the strenuous fight .-gainst the
liquor traffic - even Slijdh* after his exhibition of courage,
surpassed in few other incidents, sat under the juniper tree
and said, "it is enough; now take away my life, for % am no
better than my fathers." Hie change, however, did rot come
soon enough after the temperance. fight to be so closely connect-
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ed with it. .-'his letter fron a rnenher of the conference
weakens such a supposition:- 'The conference has places attractive,
which do you desire ? Hot a young nan hut will step aside and
not a charge "but will rejoice at 2^our coning." (It then voices
X's own feeling That retirement was near, How life's autumn-
tiile .Till here he mellowed and cheered, "by a hundred hearts
whose love will reach you "by voice and touch and look
Somehow I fear when the day of decease comes the stranger's
eye will see it; and •-•hen the step, so long firm and in the
van "becomes uncertain, unloving ones may thrust aside'") And
a statement made by X himself shatters this supposition; "It
was at the cost of no small degree of feeling that I consented
to the arrangement which "brought me to Trinity. At first I
felt keenly the change, leaving a conference in which nearly
every face was familiar, and taking a place in one where all
were strangers. It seemed a social hardship for me at my timo
of life. "eaving the church "building at Bradford, with its
imposing congregation, and commencing in a temporary "building,
"built in four weeks, and suggestive of anything but church
architecture, seemed another change."
•Vhile ^"ne external circumstances influenced, it was
the internal experience that decide" the question. Ke wanted
to know what the will of the Lord v/as. Long hours of the
night he prayed for guidance. -;^t last, one night he woke his
wife toward morning and told her that it was decided that it
wa 3 "best to go to L'ebraska. He always felt that the question
*
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was decided as Cod wanted it decided; and an hour's doubt never
crossed his mind on this point. Hever was a more important
decision made in his life. Ilever was Abraham more truly
called into a nev/ country than was Z.
X had never had strong faith in the efficacy of nev/
environment to change a man's habits; he takes himself wherever
he goes, and if he is the same, no change in surroundings will
avail. He himself proved to be an illustration in support
of his ov/n theory. The changed conditions hod no effect upon
him; nor did his conviction that he would retire soon make any
difference in his manner of life. Ke saw the multitude of
things that neeoed to be done and with characteristic energy
and forget fulness of self started on this accomplishment. His
habits of life had become second nature to him and remained
unchanged. His library, which was the largest of any clergy-
man's in the city, and one of the best west of Chicago, was
undoubtedly the chief reason why he dio not change. It was a
complete and well selected library; scholarly books by a wide
range of the best authors, and the best books in general and
biblical literature. He constantly and wisely used this
library; he continued to be contemporaneous with the world
of modern thought; he wa i > saturated by its vitalizing
influences.
Bj the time he had been at Trinity four months a
jj>10,000 church had been decided upon. It was called a
:T Chapel", for even then Z could see a larger future for that
c
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part of the city and for that church. His hopes proved to
"be well-founded; a few months since he himself laid the corner
stone of Trinity Church proper which is to he one of the finest
church "buildings in the state. The congregations increased.
Z attracted to his services men of intelligence and strength -
among them was one who Wc' -: afterward United States senator for
man;* years, and one who was a presidential candidate. The
reception into his church of one of the finest young men in
the community will always "be remembered "by all who were present.
It gives us a tender feeling for the man who expected soon to
cease active work. '..he white haired man took the hand of the
tall, splendid looking fellow, and looking upmn him said, "I
used to sing 'I want to "be an angel and with the sngels stand';
now I rather "be a young man with the Lest of life "before me and
the opportunity of sharing in the work of the world,™
X did not regulate his activity "by the calendar. We
find in the Trinity notices the announcement of the fact
that the pastor was in the Yellowstone national Park, and that
it was ''the first time he had been absent for two successive
Sundays for his own pleasure or benefit." In this sense
Z was a man of one idea. His devotion to his work was re-
markable; self was lo§t sight of in his absorbing activity
for the cause committed to him. His friends sometimes tried
to convince him that everything would progress just as well if
he did not work as hard. So doubt this was cuiite true.
That is, Z would probably have "got along" and well. His
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honeaty
,
however, would not allow him to rest until he had done
his work to the "best of his ability; and as long as there was
work to he done there was a call upon him to do that work and to
do it faithfully. It was his duty to do that; no one could do
his duty for him, not even CxOd himself,
X did not confine his work to Sundays. He started a
3hatauqua literary and Scientific Circle; not confined to
members of the congregation but a large per cent composed of
them. V7hile X could more easily have done the reading "by
himself, and v/hile the greater part of the material was not
in new fields for him, nevertheless he w s willing, for the
sake of stimulating interest and for his influence in the
discussions or when appealed to for an expression of his opinion,
to give his time to attend the meetings of the circle. In
the discussions, altho he had definite opinions on 'broad ranges
of subjects, he never forced the results of his study on others;
his modesty prevented him from the desire to do it, even had
his good sense and justice not shown him the futility and un-
fairness of such a course. He himself graduated from the
0. L. 3.0. He several times preached the annual sermon to
the Chatau^uans of the city.
X was introduced to the Ministerial .association in a
paper on "The Spiritually Ilinded Man - -'ho is He?" '.7e can
see how X's fundamental "belief in surrender and in communion
would be emphasized in this paper. mother paper of his on
the "Coming of the Lord" v/as the occasion of the most interested
f
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and spirited discussion in two or three years. His views
were all mature and formulated by this time , of course; he
took the position that there will he no further visihle ap-
pearance, hut that His coming is Kis constant presence. .7e
find no change in X's views after this period; there is an
adaptation of them, to he sure, hut the main points are only
more emphasized.
All incident at one of these I-iinisters' Meetings il-
lustrates a characteristic of X that was one of his most prom-
inent qualities. A visiting clergyman relates the incident :-
he describes a paper read "by X on the "Human Features of the
Bible" as being almost an unconditional surrender to the higher
critics. To hi3 astonishment not a voice was raised in pro-
test. 3o he himself objected; and felt that he did his duty,
even tho sternly rebuked by some of the pastors for imperti-
nence and ill-mannerliness. "Howbeit", he concludes, "the
essayist made no complaint , but showed love for the stranger
by brotherly greetings such as one would fully appreciate under
such circumstances." iurely, to his faith that could remove
mountains and his gift of prophecy, X had added the spirit
of charity. IJo opponent, theological or political, was
ever treated unkindly or unfairly. X might use all of his re-
sources against the man, but only for the sake of a cause,
never in personal antagonism. His sweet spirit was a strong
contrast to his earnestness and consummate courage in behalf
of what he thought was the right; and it v/as equally strong.
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It was a "beautiful side of the character of the fearless advocate
of righteousness. If followed first from what has previously
"been said a"bout his devotion to the cause and personal consider-
ations "being secondary; hut more particularly did it follow from
his entire surrender to God and his unreserved devotion to the
service of his fellow men. The most unkind criticism, the most
unjust abuse, of his views or of himself never made him lose
that strong, sweet poise or do, as he had opportunity, anything
"but good to the critic or enemy.
This sweet spirit was the ethical side, one might almost
say, of X's sense of humor. --.ltho the latter was inherited,
the character of its expression was the result of the same
love for God and love for his neighbor that was the root and
support of the "beautiful charity. X's humor was only his way
of looking at things; "but it was a way of looking at things
that kept him from being narrow, and pessimistic and disagree-
able. -n.n idea of its character may be obtained from a few
sentences from some of his letters, for it is here that it
unconscious
is above all else^and natural.
To a young member of the family he wrote: "Received
your eloquent epistles and enjoyed their glowing descriptions,
loving invitations and intense rhetoric. Hope you are resting
your body more than you seem to be your mind. I am getting a
little of both. '.York in the yard and garden every morning.
This morning I began in the alley, calling to the next door
neighbor to clean his end of the line. ) v;e 113(1 a regular
I
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house-cleaning and the alley looks as sweet as a peach.... Give
my love to the Rockies, and as much in bulk as they for yourself."
In the next letter written after this we find: "I shall
never "be 'above cleaning alleys', or anything else that needs
to "be done. If I get above that I shall "be sure to land "below
it.' T To his wife he wrote: "Excuse this poor writing, for I
write as I once wrote you a love letter - on the top of my hat."
X had his father's habit - of dropping easily into verse.
At his young daughter's persistent solicitation his letters to
her were written in rhyme - sometimes while he was waiting for
a train, or for the "bell to ring for church. He never gave his
productions time or care; and wrote them with the explicit
condition that they were for her amusement only and were not to
"be passed outside the fam ' ly circle. He used to relate his
experiences thru this medium. For example
:
"How the topic I en treating,
Is a two-day special meeting,
And an old-time Christian greeting
And a mammoth picnic eating
In a charming 7/alnut Grove
.
?or some hundreds there was seating;
Hundreds came; this is no cheating;
As the day- light was retreating,
Hight its shadows was repeating
Over pleasant lalnut Grove
•

Herds of cattle round, us lowing;
And a stream went past us flowing;
While our lamps commenced, their glowing;
And a gentle "breeze was blowing
Through the trees in Talnut Grove.
through the leaves the moon-"beams flinging,
And our songs began their ringing;
And the wind the echoes "bringing,
Till the sound seened clinging, clinging
To the trees in '.Valnut Grove.
Prayer was offered, then the preaching,
Arid our voice seened so far reaching,
That we felt we were beseeching
osts of people, and them teaching
j'rom that little 'Walnut Grove.
Meeting cl sed the moon shone brightly.
Half her journey over nightly,
•Vaggons loaded and not lightly,
I loved away, the horses sprightly
Left the silent '.Valnut Grove.
dp the stairs I went for sleeping,
In the store my host was keeping;
Into "bed I soon was leaping,
37114 "fcne 3Un again v/as peeping
Into pretty .Valnut Grove.
c<
Half the day I read and rested;
In the room where 1 had nested,
Foxix tines only was I pested,
-
y some calls which I protested
Had no i)lace in ".Valnut Grove.
Thursday night the moon was dinner,
Sending down a palish shinner
;.nd the woods seemed all the grimmer,
But the crowd was not the slimmer
Second night in Walnut Grove.
Sacramental service ended,
Homeward all the waggons w ended,
But I heard the songs still "blended;
And I hope that lives were mended
Through the meeting in the Grove.
Six days out and now I'm landed
At our home; no, only stranded,
yor I fm out and single handed
Vhile my wife and girl are "banded
Far away from .Valnut Grove.
Bat the dears I'm not forgetting,
Although now no chance for petting;
But I will not fall to fretting
If my wife and girl are get ting-
Health away from '.Valnut drove."
(I
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Sometimes he shows a more reflective mood as in the
following:
"
'Tis sun-down; his retiring "beams
Garnish the heavens with sullen gleams,
'-.'he labors of the day are o'er,
V.'aiting for streng'h to labor more
I seek to breathe the evening air,
-*nd stretch me in my Hammock Chair.
In mountain range deep banks of cloud
To west and north my world enshroud,
The crinkling chains which flash before
Announce the coming thunder's roar;
'Tis raining now, 'twill soon be fair;
I'll rest me in my Hammock Chair.
Clem-a-tis at my finger's end,
Peeps through the trellis -- purple friend;
Tall silver-Lead with head so high,
Throws me a kiss, then breathes a sigh;
Catalp: s two , a noble pair,
Laugh at me one in Hammock Chair.
Dear :.laple by the tempest wrmng,
Like me looks old, yet rated young;
-.ueen of the Prairie "bows her head;
Her year is gone, her beauty sped;
3o I will lay aside my care,
And doze within my Hammock Chair.
1
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I hear the rumbling of the train;
Th« patter patter of the rain;
I hear some singing in the street;
3ome joyous ones have chanced to meet;
But sounds grow faint — awa}T off tjiere
;
I'm sleepy in my Hammock Chair.
I start - my thoughts are far away
./ith loved ones - Oh how long they stay;
But since 'tis "best content I'll "be;
V/hate'er is "best is good for me;
Counting I've never much to hear,
I'll hie me to my Hammock Chair. "
sometimes he is more hilarious:
"'Vhat a rest I am having, hurrah, what a rest;
I feel like a mouse in an Elephant's nest;
All the room that I want and sometimes I have more,
And a gilt-edged Icelander to wait on the door.
How don't "blame a man if he gets up some steam,
".Vhen most every day he has peaches and cream,
.-is peaches and corn, he's no call to divide,
But what he don't want he can just set aside.
'.That a rest I am having, you cannot "but see,
lio hi-diddle-diddle- nor giggle-te dee,
y.o hunting the neighborhood over for i'rank,
le "body around that's deserving a spank.
I1
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'Jhat a rest I am having, please note what I say,
-3on't worry nor hurry for me while yon stay,
_he house is so still down to nine, ten, and eleven,
That it's almost as nice as the half hour in heaven,
Uext Thursday I'll marry a Normal Professor,
Jo lovely Hiss --^asey; he longs to possess her;
Aa uprightly a cpuple as stands on the docket,
And - ha - , the "big fee I'll just put in my pocket.
At once I delivered to Gertrude your letter,
Presume she will care for the Guineas the better,
S4y love please deliver to all the dear friends,
^nd what a rest when this poetry endsi"
X everywhere stood for the principles of the Methodist
Church. For example, one of the first changes to "be made at
Trinity 'wan the discontinuation of the chapter of Christian
Endeavor and the organization of a chapter If the ^pworth
League as the young people's society, since the latter repre-
sented Methodism. This characteristic is illustrated again
in his attitude toward the Ilethodist University of the state
which was located five miles from the center of the city. First #
he preached one 3unday morning in the university chapel; then
he lectured before the club of student preachers on "Pulpit
Appointments." l-'ot long after this he was made a Trustee and
a member of the Executive Committee. In an effort made to
raise money to pay the last of the heavy university debt, X
I
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led his church in their splendid effort, pledging himself "beyond
his duty. He wrote that year concerning it:- "The university
is essential to Uebraska Methodism. 4> church which does not
educate her young people will lose them. It is a college which
those can attend who have very small means. It is a place for
good, honest work; much stre-s is not placed on show - empty
show. The Nebraska Conferences need young men who have trained
within its own college walls."
X was made a member of the General Ilissionary Committee
of the Methodist Church. -t the same time he was member of
the Committee on Church Extension and i^reedman ' s Aid Society;
to apportion its f£25 ,000 a committee of five was appointed,
Z among the number. The experience gained from the work on
these comiittees was of value to X in the next task that came
to him to perform - such a task that, had he retired as soon
as it was completed, it would have seemed that he had accom-
plished the purpose for which he had been sent to the west.
Like Joseph he tws sent into a far cotintry to distribute corn
but, unlike him. he viae to secure the corn from his own
brethren for the strangers among whom he was sojourning.
In the summer and fall the state was visited by a
drouth unparalleled in its history. Severe as the drouth was,
however, it would not have left the people helpless had not
there come the next July a "hot wind". Those who have never
experienced this can not imagine the effects. For three days
a brisk wind f -on the southwest blew constantly, and seemed
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laden with fire, Imagine the puff from a kitchen stove on
ironing* d«y, moving at the rate of thirty miles an hour, and
three hundred miles wide. He soil, no degree of moisture
could have "been any protection against its fiery "breath. Had
vegetation stood a foot in w^ter, it would have withered under
this furnace "blast from Y.evr :iexico. Corn fields which in the
morning stood six feet of deep green, at sunset were as white
and dead as if smitten with Hotember frost. .^s a result, thirty
counties in western Nebraska, comprising a territory 200 by 250
miles were literally without harvests. These counties were the
newer portion of the state; in them the people were just beginning.
They were poor when they came and were wholly dependent upon
the yearly products of the farm. They were in a section almost
wholly without timber, and coal must be "brought from other states.
Hay as well as grain had failed the year previous, and stock had
"been given away or killed for want of ability to feed it thru
the winter. Thousands of families entered upon the winter
season without grain or groceries or comfortable clothing, or
any means of procuring them. "when men are compelled to scour
the country for ton miles around in search of "cow chips'' for
their fuel; when they Will drive twenty-five and forty miles to
a railroad station in the hope of securing a few pounds of flour
or meal, or a few bushels of coal, feeding a horse upon corn
stalks upon which no corn ever grew, and going without dinners
themselves, it means hard times. Settlers in the west are the
last to whine. They are more frequently proud of their ability
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to cope with hardship, "but many a heart as "brave as a soldiers
"broke down at the sight of wife and children half fed and less
than half clothed.
A state commission was appointed by the Governor to
appeal for, receive and distribute supplies. The President
5ishop and the presiding elders appointed X to do the same for
the T'iethodi3t denomination.
the time of his appointment X purposed and expected
to attend to the entire work of the office himself and thus save
any expense for clerical help. TThen eighteen hours work a da.3%
however, left the work far "behind it was necessary to call in
help. Letters requiring answers increased from twelve to more
than J;wo hundred a day. His home was made an office with
stenographer, type-writer , hook keer;>er, etc, and experienced men
were employed at the freight offices.
X worked on hi:? sermons early in the morning "before the
office help arrived; and wrote articles for church and secular
papers appealing for help. "It is one of my many weaknesses,"
he v/rote to a friend, "that I seldom shed tears, "but the pictures
of pinching want that come to me have severely corrected this
deficiency in my constitution. He must he stoic indeed whose
heart would not ache at the sight of these men, women and
children, suffering from calamity "brought on by no fault of
their own, and from which they have no power to extrciate them-
selves. "
Even after clothing was distributed in such quantities
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as to insure protection from actual suffering, food and fuel
still continued to "be needed. They were daily necessities of
the people, 3o the work continued for three months or more.
Suffice it to say that X had the receiving and distributing
of 20 carloads, 5000 "barrels and packages, and over S17,000 in
cash; that he sent out over 5000 letters, 1000 postal cards and
telegrams, ( had the V/e stern Union $ot donated the use of its
wires), to pay for which at the regular rates would have required
•5400.
A "better opportunity could scarcely "be desired for study-
ing the character of a man than a situation like this; we find
but few situations that show the characteristics of X more clearly.
T
Iis industry and untiring energy have "been suggested. His rare
wisdom and tact must be inferred from the fact that he filled the
arduous obligations to the satisfaction of all concerned. V/e
can see that his executive ability in the direction of the organi-
zation of details was exceptional; it wai one of the principle
characteristics needed. He grasped the facts in all the bitter-
ness and sadness; he knew the situation exactly as it was at its
worst. If he had not been hopeful, however, he could never have
carried thru the work of relief. The following shews a beauti-
ful optimism . it also contains facts which would have been neither
noticed nor mentioned if I had not possessed a sense of humor :-
".7e claim a personal benefit, in being compelled to see
and feel the sorrows and distresses of others, and to forget
our own small troubles. It has been to us a profound satis-
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faction to stand as a medium of relief to many who were in
distress for no fault of their own. It has "blessed us to see
the care which pastors of our church have felt for their suf-
fering flocks and neighbors. It has required from fifteen
to eighteen hours a day to attend to this work," ut the pleasure
of ministering in some degree to the needs of these suffer-
ing "brethren, and the satisfaction of seeing our common Methodism
touched . ith our misfortunes has a thousand times repaid our toil,
-he responsiveness of our great church to the sufferings of our
people is a picture which would not disfigure the Book of the
-cts. Cur contribut ions have come from twenty- six states,
including Maine, Te. as and California. They have been sent to
us, not from the well-to-do alone, hut from the poor as well.
Juperanuated preachers; invalids writing upon sick beds;
Christian women, sell in-; £he products of their own labor to
get little sums for those but a little more helpless than them-
selves; and several so modest in almsgiving, that they refuse
to disclose their names or residences; all sorts of societies;
a blind boy who earns his bread with a hand-organ - all these
have sent their mites, and generally with letters welling up
with that altruistic feeling which is begotten of love for and
vital relationship with Jesus the Saviour. It has been a
pleasure to hear from every charge we ever served save one
and that is the one we first served; we havereceived help from
brethren in the ministry in former years, and from old school
mates in Hew England; and from a large portion of the charges
<(
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included in the districts which we travelled when we were
suffering the misfortunes of the Ire siding Eldership. The
church is not dead either to CTod or humanity." In this quo-
tation we find, too, an expression of the reason why X under-
took the relief work, the motive that guides all conduct so
forcibly in this period,- that of servi ce
.
Bfet the relief work does not receive its importance
from the fact that it "brings out I't motives so clearly, "but
from the fact that it made possible his later work. It is im-
portant "because it "brought out his forget fulness of self and
his honesty so emphatically that they could never "be questioned.
On account of the relief .-ork the people over the state placed
a confidence in his wisdom and integrity that many years of
acquaintance would otherwise have "been necessary to win; it is
doubtful if, even in that case, the confidence would have "been
so wide spread and so implicit. ?or the one who is known
to have "been either my "benefactor, or the benefactor of my
friend has on that account a place in my feelings that no
amount of purel^ intellectual confidence could ever insure.
hut
The confidence in both cases may be equally well founded
;
Athe
one is intensified with a warmth of feeling and a sense of
personal relation that make interests afterward have a common
bearing.
The acquaintance of the people of the state with X was
still further widened by his appointment as Presiding Elder
of one of the important districts of the state. The confidence
4i
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that was placed in him was .justified "by his work and personality;
;,He has done much", said one of the district papers, M to rescue
the office from the indifference, not to say contempt, felt
for it. He can preach, hold a conference and act as a friend to
all the interests of the church and pastor, and command the
respect of all while so doing. He acts the man of large
heart, clear "brain and loyal love for genuine Methodism." A
remark of X's at this time shows the sincerity with which he
conducted his dutias: "The administration of the communion does
not become commonplace; on the contrary, it grows upon me in its
most sacred "blessedness.
"
Hany requests had come to X that a series of articles
which he had v/ritten for one of the church papers "be amplified
and put into permanent form. In addition to the work of the
district he answered these requests "by publishing the book,
"Sin and Holiness." "he manuscript he gave outright to the
Llethodist publishing house with the understanding that the
profits were to be given -to the fund for superanuated ministers.
V.h.ile the book is a re- examination of V'esley's doctrine
of sanctification , it gives us what might be called X's
theological basis or religious expression of his own motives
of conduct. Throughout the earlier part of this period we have
seen examples of the ethical expression of his motives of
conduct. Bon we study the same from a different viewpoint.
In this book we see the completeness of X's mental
grasp; and the elear judgment of his mature mind. In it he
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put the results of his long study of men and books and life Qn^
his ovm experience. The words of commendation from the leading
men in the church; the large number who wrote to him to tell him
how his hook had "brought them out of "bondage ; the ministers who
confessed to him that they v/ere preaching his book systematically
to their congregations - all made him feel that the "book was
"being a "blessing to others, and was a cause for gratitude, not
"boasting. But with the commendat ionz of the "book we are not
here concerned; for they do not show us the author. An exception
to this, however, is found in the letter of his "boyhood friend,
John a. V/ood, whom we have already mentioned, which shows the
v/onderful faculty Z had for keeping friends. This man was a
so-called Holiness "specialist" and wrote:- "I am sorry you
wrote the book. . .Ihave been requested to review it, but I shall
not likely do it. If it had been written by anyone except my
long loved and esteemed Brother Z I would attempt it. My re-
view would not change your view's and it would not draw our
hearts closer together." Wa are now concerned with the book
itself as it reveals to us the author himself.
In the first place, the book is written in a most
kindly spirit. There are no bitter statements, nor epithets.
Its power is that of the sunshine. r.Vhen the book was attacked
in a most stinging and unfair way, and someone expressed
surprise at his calm and kind reply, Z answered with a smile,
"My theory of sanctification will not allow me to answer in
an unkind spirit:"
.,
rhen a criticism showed unusual harshness
1
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and unparalleled ignorance and conceit X only calmly laid aside
the rea -ling of it several times during the perusal to walk into
the garden to chat with his family "before continuing it I
In the second place, the style in which the "book is
written is wonderfully clear. The reader always knows what the
author means.
X explains John 7,'esley's psychological system which
throws light on his teachings and makes them clear where "before
they were confusing, This shows that his position is '.Vesleyan.
X'3 position is "briefly this:-
1. "Sin ia not in any form of mere feeling. The emotions
ana desires arise unavoidably u» der appropriate conditions.
They follow the law of necessity and whatever their direction,
they do not constitute sin." "They possess no moral character."
"Sin is neither a defect nor an effect in us; it does
not consist in any passive state, it is nothing which has come
upon us as the sin of others, it is our own voluntary activity."
"All sin is voluntary transgression of known lav/. "
2. In order to the "beginning of an experience of salvation
there must "be renunciation of all that is known to "be sin and
the acceptance of Christ as a Savior.
3. The person then receives forgiveness of all his sin
and the Holy Spirit comes into his life. This is regeneration.
4. Regeneration is sanctificatipn "begun - installed. "3very
regenerated soul is for the time "being consecrated to God up to
the full measure of knowledge." "As l<-ng as consecration on
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•
the part of the new "believer continues entire, i. e. up to the
measure of apprehended obligation and his faith remains un-
wavering, he is saved, he is holy. During any period, long
or short, through which his consecration and faith waver,
intermit
,
fluctuate, he is not wholly, continually, confirmedly
,
sanctified." This is X's central thought.
5. 3anctification is a Christian attainnent subsequent to
regeneration in time, but in nature the same.
6. 3anctification does not consist in the extermination
of the effects of ancestral sin. One-half of the hook is
taken up to show the specious and unscriptural character of
'the innred-sin-destruct ion theory." Depravity is not sin, "but
"inherited derangement, disorder, perversion." It is our mis-
fortune, not our fault; hence its removal or destruction is not
included in salvation from sin.
7. 3anct ification does "consist of a voluntary, unreserved,
uninterrupted consecrat ion of the "being to G-od; a state in which
the "believer, through the abiding presence of the uoly Spirit,
revealing Christ to him as an all-sufficient Savior, lives
triumphant over temptation, constantly saved from committing
sin." "Sanct ification is not keeping a blessing, it is allowing
the Ilighty Savior to keep us."
"Ho intelligent being can mix his ruling intention in
such a way that it will be partly right and partly wrong.
Ultimate intention may be right at one time and wrong at another;
but at any given moment it is either all right or all wrong.' 1
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8. "The attainment of this state is, as a matter of fact,
generally thru successive reaches of faith, in which the soul
is lifted nearer and nearer the point of permanent consecration,
until it casts itself, without a fear, wholly upon Christ as a
present and all-adequate Savior from sinning."
9. - "?ho this point of expression, compared vd th the hour of
forgiveness, may stand in the thought as a second spiritual
epoch, it is much less likely to consist in an}' one '"blessing 1
than it is to he tfre culminating result of many seasons of
spiritual illumination, heart searching, self abasement, and
humble boldness in "believing. Hence it is treated in the scrip-
tures as a point of mature Christian experience - a perfecting
of the Christian graces."
X placed great responsibility on the ministry in leading
their people not to insist upon false tests, nor upon a certain
type of experience, "but to show them the essentials and to hold
"before them the riches of (rod's grace. In the light of this
attitude X indicated what he considered the true test of
Christian experience. "It is not how we feel; it is not peace
nor rapture; it is not what wa:-3 done for us or in us at any one
given monent; it is to what extent we are continuously saved
from committing sin It is how permanent is our consecration;
hbw steady our hold of Christ as a Savior from sin Jo we
yield wholly to his will as we now understand it?"
There is no "better way of summing up this period of
maturity than by quoting from "3in and Holiness"; for X not only
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"believed wheat he wrote, but the entire period was a living of it.
"Holiness is an abiding victory over selfishness. It is utterly
incompatible with self-seeking. It does not exist v/here the
heart indulges resentment, ill-will, covetousness , or envy.
Its supreme choice is to "be right with God and true to man.
It is no more consistent with deception and scheming for place
than with drunkenness and treachery. Holy men and v/omen do not
murmur; they are not self-asserting nor boastful, -hoy do not
seek the uppermost rooms at feasts, nor the chief seats in
synagogues. They do not pose as either heroes or martyrs. They
v/ill not seek fame, either in the world or in religion."
"The magnitude of Christian privilege which this subject
sets "before us is "beyond measure inspiring Only make choice
always of Jesus' v/ill. Let your consecration "become an irre-
versible dedication of your all to him, and dare to trust him
as implicitly for constant sanctification as you trust him
for pardon at the first. '..'hen Jesus said, 'It is finished,'
he saw every child of his thru ell time, and in ill conditions
of life. His words are a holy pledge that, to each and every
one of his children, he will "become the divine ] ow<-r and Life,
all sufficient to save and to keep them from sin."
These were the guiding motives governing Z's conduct -
the "belief in the necessity of complete surrender to Jesus
Christ, and the "belief in communion with and suggestion from
Him. In this period we have found all his activity to be the
expression of these motives. The keynote of his courage which
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stands out pre-eminently is found here; here also is the reason
for his great energy in all directions, intellectual, social
and physical - and his absolute honesty which are quite as
prominent. Here also we find the explanation of his forge t-
fulness of self and the sweet spirit that characterizes his en-
tire conduct. Over all of life so energized is thrown a tint
fron a colored search-light , so to speak, and t hat is his snnse
of humor, this night almost be called the human side of X's
life in contrast to his ruling purpose, which might he called
the divine side. Certainly it was this quality which enabled
him to make connections with the human sphere of his activity,
with the world; "but, with the exception of the gift of Himself,
aod never gave him a more divine gift - in the sense of being
all embracing, all pervasive, and the energizing force and
"humanizing" element of all his activity and personality -
than when He "bestowed on him the gift og sane humor.
i
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CHAPTiSR IV. Post-Retirement Period.
The fact that the Methodist University of the state was
situated five miles from X's field of labor has already been
mentioned. It was a young institution, only te& years old;
and besides the necessity it was under of contending with all
the difficulties that would meet a new college in a western
state, it also had to fight against the positive hatred of two
sections of the state from each of which a college had been
removed in order to consolidate all the Methodist institutions
for higher learning in the state into one university.
In March 1898, the minister who had been Treasurer
and ^cting-Chancellor for two years was found to have appro-
priated for his own use money belonging to the University, and
money which had been paid by Methodists over the state in the
second effort to pay the debt of the institution. So as
matters then stood the management was dishonest, and instead
of the institution being free f om debt as had been understood
it was in debt to the extent of ,?92,000I
The faith of the people of the state in the school
died without a struggle. There was no one whom it would have
been worth while to ask to consider taking the management of
the school. The .Executive Committee was in despair. It
more than seemed best to give up the institution at once.
There was a Senior Class of a dozen. They themselves did not
expect to be able to graduate; of if they did, they did not
4
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expect to have an alma mater.
In these desperate circumstances the Board asked X to
take the school. x'his he promptly and positively refused to do!
Sut the insistence increased. Then he began to think. It
was not, we know, that he necessarily helieved that vox popu&i
vox dei , "but that he did "believe that the external indications
of a call to duty came through human agencies. At last the
Board announced that if X did not take the Chancellorship the
school would "be given up. X took the matter under prayerful
consideration; and finally reported to the Board that he would
take the position until June, to tide them over commencement.
During that three months they would have opportunity to find
a man to fill the position permanently.
The first morning that X was introduced to the students
at their Chapel services, he mentioned the raooden books that
men used to put on their library shelves when they had no
genuine books and merely wanted to fill the space; and then
likened himself as Chancellor to such a wooden book. And
"our wooden-book Chancellor" became with that graduating class
a term of affection.
That first morning wps characteristic of all following
mornings. He seldom rose to his feet whether for introductions,
notices, or admonition, that he did not preface or conclude
his remarks with an anecdote.
In the next three months X was carrying the work of
his large district and trying to organize the affairs of the
University and preparing the Baccalaureate sermon. There was:
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at first as might "be expected, a clique of the friends of the
former eiecutive that determined upon rebellion. But this
clique was dealt with summarily. Even a small university needs
all of the time of its president, "because of the few assistants
for one reason, when the machinery is running along "beautifully;
how much more when it is upon the verge of chaos and abandonment
.
At the meeting of the Board of Trustees in June he
accepted the position permanently. The same external exper-
ience influenced him as had influenced him in March; there
seemed no one else who would do the work; and it was a work
that needed to he done, together with the unanimity and in-
sistence of the Board, he read an external call. Besides
that, he had become convinced that he had received an internal
call as well. He would never have considered accepting the
position if he had not had that inner certainty; and he could
never have filled the position had he not been strengthened by
that. Let one try to imagine if one can, the results of
taking a man just when he is reads'- to retire, after a life of
continued activity and usefulness, and putting that- man into
an entirely new field of labor, and into an entirely new line
of work. Hot only that, but a line of work requiring a clearer
judgment, a broader knowledge, a keener insight and a greater
versatility. Imagine the change when the circumstances sur-
rounding the new line of work are auspicious and conducive to
ease and comfort; even then one catches his breath to think of
the results. Such a change seems so out of reason and
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possibility. One searches his memory in vain for a man who
would "be enu:il to the change. But when one tries to imagine
this change made when the circumstances surrounding the new line
of work are hopelessly dark and forbidding, then one is appalled
at the thought of such a risk.
A more discouraging situation never faced a man - a
school with less than one hundred students, in tremendous com-
petition with a rich, flourishing state institution four miles
distant, unable to pay its professors, property in the town
worth about twenty five per cent, a debt of .;?9E,000 v/hich the
constituency supposed they had already paid, and a dishonest
treasurei.-- Chancellor to drag the faith of the Methodists
injthe dust
.
Now it was that his reputation saved the university.
How it became evident that the relief work and all else he had
done in Nebraska was not, as might be supposed, the end for
which he had been sent into the new state, but only the means
by which he w^.s enabled to do that for which he was really sent.
The people had no faith in the university Itself, but they did
have faith in him.
Two little incidents illustrate the faith which the
people had in him. One is a quotation from a letter written
by X: "I thought I had had invitations to do all kinds of work,
but here comes a new one. A man wishes to make his will so
that his child when he grows up shall be educated at the
University; and to make sure of this, he wishes me to consent
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to "be executor of his will. He is not as old as I "by many
years, and I shall probably "be gone long "before he will; "but
I have written him that if I am here longer than he is, I will
serve, but that if I go first he must excuse me."
The other is another quotation from a letter written to
X: "Enclosed you will find my check for the subscription which
you asked from me. I do not remember what it was to be used
for, but I know it is for a good cause or you would not ask for
it." S^ch c nfidence as this felt by a great many people is
a wonderful force.
The first thing was to raise the debt; otherwise there
could be no university. It was clear that the campaign for
the fund must be conducted on a different basis from the pre-
vious campaigns. Accordingly the proposition was made that
unless the entire amount was raised not a pledge was to be
binding; further, in order to guarantee to the people the abso-
lute honesty of the University management this time, the money
was to be paid to the First National Bank of Lincoln and that
not one dollar was to be touched until there had been paid to
the Bank $50,000.
Under these conditions the campaign was begun. Never
was one waged undo r greater difficulties. In the first place,
the state was new. There were no traditions whichclustered
around a particular college, or, in fact around college educa-
tion at all. A large population of the state were farmers who
more corn for
did not know there was anything beyond getting more land for^
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more hogs. These had first to he persuaded, if possible
,
by patient and persistent argument that college education was
really worth something, and that it was worth while supporting
a Methodist university. This was a condition under which the
university always had to make the effort to live. Never was
war waged with more courage and forgetfulness of self and
prayer. X did not accept the position until he was fully
persuaded that this was his work for the j^ord; he then felt that
he had all the resources of heaven to draw upon and never
faltered in the darkest days; the Lord was "behind him and He
could not fail. -njid in that supreme faith he worked as tho
he v/ere doing the work alone.
X went to the Ltethodist churches over the state; he
resented the needs of the University and the need that v/as
"ethodism' s that it he saved. The churches were filled to hear
him. In some of the principal cities of the state, however,
as soon as he had finished his sermon and was beginning to
present the cause of the University, entire families, the
leading ones in the church - would get up and march out of the
church; either "because of the previous administration or "be-
cause from their vicinity a college had "been removed to unite
with the present University, This serves to show against what
odds the fight had to he made. The summer proved to he an
unusually warm one, even for Jehraska. A-fc the auditorium in
Lincoln there was announced a "big meeting at whish Lishop I.l'Cahe
was to he present. On the Sunday of the meeting there came one
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pf the iiebraska "hot winds". i'he air waj as hot as tho driven
from a gre t blast furnace. In a few hours green leaves "be-
came so parched that they could be powdered in one's hand.
On such a day it was almost impossible for the faithful to get
to the auditorium, and excusable for the ^entiles to stay indoors,
i'hose who owned farms knew what was becoming of their corn fields
that day, and did not feel, in view of small crops or none at
all disposed to pledge money for the Universitj'- * 3o the
service was not successful.
'Jhe faculty went off on their vacations, i'hen came
the appointment of X as delegate for the second time to the
Ecumenical Conference in London. He needed the vacation;
his friends urged him to accept the appointment; but he con-
tinued his work. Hot long after there came from an eastern
friend, than whom there was none more congenial to 7. in every
way, an invitation for X to go with him to Europe as his guest.
X's friends expostulated when he declined this invitation, but
he was firm. He did not d-ny that he needed the trip; he had
to admit that with this friend it would be an unbounded pleasure,
but he felt that the impression must not be given to the state
that he had given up the campaign. And the circumstances
could never be explained to the const ituencj''. He must stay to
show that he still had faith and that he did not intend to
give up until the money was raised. JSven toward the close of
the campaign when a friend gave him passes to the Rockies he
felt then that such a vast number of details must be attended
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to that he could not go. A fact in this connection which
should be mentioned is that Z never spoke of these invitations
nor his refusal of them and few people knew of them. He had
a work to do and he did it without asking for sympathy or
"bidding for praise.
3o he continued the campaign throughout the summer.
Day after day with the temperature at 109° in the shade he
went to interview men to enlist their interest and money in
the University, coming in from the hot Nebraska sun to have
his head bathed in ice-water before starting out again; and
Sunday after Sunday visiting the Methodist churches in the state
to represent the University and urge their help at this crisis.
•Vhen urged to take care of himself he was obdurate. He felt
the affairs in hand were bigger than any one man, and that,
if necessary for the cause, the Lord could afford to sacrifice
him.
• At last the day came when the iioard of trustees could
write to their creditors asking them to come to the First
National ^ank and receive the money due them - dollar for dollar
and interest. It wa^ a day of unparalleled rejoicing. And
the attitude of X at this climax of his efforts? The ex-
pressions of gratitude and the evidence of feeling on the part
so
of the xioard^overoame X that he wept. This fact shows as well
as could any the depth of X's feelings, for as he himself
said, M It is so hard for me to shed tears that to do so makes
me almost ill."
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Z f s ideal for the University was high. The denomina-
tional college he claimed as the historic and typical American
college. In that capacity it had not only "been useful - its
usefulness comparing favorably with that of any other class
of institutions for higher education - "but he went further
to claim that it was a necessity to the "best interests of
education generally and to the widest influence of the church.
His ideal for the University is given at some length, because
it shows the motives and purposes actuating his work as
Chancellor :
-
"That man is a moral "being, as truly as he is a mental
or e physical being, is a trite proposition, but it is a prop-
osition, the full of meaning of which time even has not ex-
hausted. Vhe basis of religiousness is in the human con-
stitution. Just how man came by his moral make-up need not
enter into this discussion. Enough for our contention that he
has it; so far as we can read his history, he has always had it,
and there is not a shadow of evidence that he will or can ever
outgrow it. Time deepens rather than obliterates it. Even
those who claim immunity from all religious faiths and pro-
clivities, generally reveal the emptiness of their boast in
their zeal for their own views of religion. .light, wrong,
ought and ought not, are ideas which appear with dawning
intelligence. I«'o man can fix the date of his first idea of
dod, or make sure of the day of his first prayer. Man will
worship; if not God, then gods. His temples, altars, priestly
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castes and. sacrificial rites are everywhere in his history.
Even his pilgrimages, and savage immolations are "but the ex-
pressions of his religious nature, untaught or misdirected.
Religion has been the mightiest force in his history. It has
"braved more dangers, marshalled more armies, overthrown more
kingdoms than any other factor in history. The intenseness of
this religious nature interprets alike the fires of persecution
and the heroism of martyrdom. 'I'his religiousness may take the
road to superstitions and fanaticisms, or if rightly directed,
it may lead to loving self-sacrifice for the good of the race.
Its proper education is the determining fact in the case.
Hor does the necessity for its education cease at the
point at which feti3h worship, and graven images, and totem
poles are abandoned. ^s well assert that men need no in-
struction in chemistry and astronomy because alchemy and
astrology have passed away. Civilization neither destroys the
religious nature, nor renders its culture less important. V/ith
the passing away of the more revolting forms of religious ex-
pression, subtle refinements, scarcely less dangerous may take
their place. Under a universal law, the religious nature
uneducated degenerates. it may sink into an unconsciousness
of God, and betake itself to the refrigerating atmosphere of
a general scepticism; it may content itself with formalities
and religious commonplace , devoid of both light and life; it
may make broad its phylacteries, and in self-deception, fast
and tithe and repeat its prayers to win compliments from
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heaven; it may evaporate its energies in the self-pleasing
intoxication of emotional fervors, or it may focus itself upon
a pious selfishness which renders the commandment,- "Thou shalt
love thyself with all thy heart, and ixod and thy neighbor not
at all." A degenerate religious nature lets loose upon many
a human life the dogs of animalism, vice and degradation re-
sulting with lamentable frequency. Ko age in the world; no
stage of human progress can dispense with moral and religious
education without certain disaster to individual and social
welfare
•
Hor can this work "be wholly relegated to the church.
The church can do and does do much, but its teachings are of
necessity confined to religious lines. The church as such
does not propose to unite scholarship with moral and religious
instruction, and it is this blending of intellectual and moral
culture which is most essential. Ignorant religion and irre-
ligious learning are both abnormal; both suffer all the dis-
advantages of the unnatural divorce. The denominational college
proposes, not only to bring religion in touch with higher
learning, but to bring that learning also in touch with religion,
xhe church teaches one day in a week, the college five, and it
is well known that large numbers of young men and women do not
avail themselves of the religious culture which the church offers,
and it is also true that many homes are anything but centers
of moral and religious training. The denominational college
proposes to give to the college and university the inspiration
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of the religious spirit, and at the same time give to moral and
religious instruction the potent forces of higher education.
Then therefore the denominational college stands for the union
of higher education with moral and religious culture, it stands
for symmetrical education; it stands for the highest and broad-
est education.
The objective point in education is not the mere acqui-
sition of knowledge; it is rather knowledge and power put to
the best p« sible uses. Herbert Spencer has well said that,
"to prepare us for complete living is the function which edu-
cation is called upon to discharge." Still better Professor
^ohn Dewey defines education as "the process of right living;
not a preparation for future living." It is certain that
education cannot consistently aim at anything less than the
highest destiny of which man is capable, and every man who
thinks of life in ethical terms, crust logically insist that
education shall be similarly conceived. The religious educa-
tion for which the denomination college contends does not con-
sist in the introduction of some religious lessons into a
curriculum, nor is it the maintenance of a religious depart-
ment to stand over against non-religious sections; it is rather
the lifting of the whole educational life to a moral and
religious plane. It claims that "God is included in complete
society," that man, nature, and God constitute a unified basis
for the highest education; that in tracing the evolution of man,
religion is a chief line of ascent with Christianity as the
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highest point of development.
It should "be noted also that the denominational college
is essential to the proper development of church life itself.
Ecclesiastical "bodies are conservative. The conscientiousness
of Christian people and the sacredness of the subjects involved
beget extreme caution in the preset™ proposed change. There
is a tendency in church life towards fixedness of type, and con-
ventional standards of excellence. -^odes and interpretations
may come xo be regarded as of equal importance with the truth
its If. If we rightly read the da£, one of the shortcomings
of the church just now consists in a well-meant but mistaken
effort to force the larger life of the present generation into
the forms of expression which, though natural to a former period,
are artificial and largely without meaning in our own. The
remedy is not in severing religion from progressive thinking,
tat in bringing both into closest fellowship. Hot learning under
guard in the school room, and religion out on church parole,
but learning in contact with all-around life; learning which
skips no truth because its genus is religious, and which shuns
no question which man has need to ask. Every man, if he only
knew it, has a religious philosophy; he who disclaims and de-
nounces it not less than others. It is undoubtedly of great
importance to this generation that religion should be phil-
osophical, but it is equally important that philosophy should be
religious. things in themselves are of far less importance
than their meanings. The material universe is of small value
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compared with the spiritual significance which is implicit
in it. The deepest secrets of nature point to God as rays of
light announce the sun, and to unite fundamental religious truth
with truth equally fundamental in science and philosophy pro-
vides for a harmony which is "both natural and divine, 'i'his is
the education for which the denominational college stands.
It would offer this education to young men and women in those
critical years during which their traditional "beliefs become the
subjects of personal investigation. '^'o he shown at such a
period that all truth is one, whether labeled scientific, phil-
osophical, or religious; and that all truth is divine, whether
received through intuition, reasoning, or revelation, may easily
prove to them a healthful balance of intellectual and moral life.
The church and the world need young life thus educated,- young-
life which will never be troubled with conflicts between science
and religion, life which never looks upon science as occupying
exclusively the domain of fact, while religion is relagated to
the realm of uncertainty, and which will never punctuate a
superficial scepticism with the silly assumption that, the less
religions the more scholarship."
X also Jhad a high ideal for the students of the University
If it "be said that he wanted all of them to be inspired by the
high ideal by which he himself was led, that is qumte sufficient.
Altho he emphasized high motives as we have seen them exemplified
in his life; nevertheless, he laid far more importance on being
than on doing. Mention might be made of a few points which he
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frequently emphasized. In the first place, he realized as
they could not the privilege that was theirs in being able to
apply themselves uninterruptedly to study, »7hile home study
he insisted was better than none its possible acquirements were
not to be compared with those obtained in the drill and reci-
tations of school . Even here it was necessarily self education.
He brought before then, as he knew it, the value of learning to
endure hardship and severe discipline. He urged industry,
system and economy. Learn to love study, he would say, 'Un-
less you^ stagnate, you will continually come upon new and un-
answered questions." "There is no satisfaction in mental
life longer than it continues to develope, and yet intellectual
difficulties are the heritage of mental growth."
Another point of emphasis was that school is not a
preparation for living; it is real life as much as any that
will come after college. Fo£ that reason, X urged his students
to be their best all of the time, to aim at the highest every
day, for a3 they lived in college they would live out of
college, "We shall live with our selves forever, and it is a
matter of supreme moment with us whether this fact will bring
us a pleasant or remorseful companionship." "You can never
reach your best in character or life; you can never do your
greatest for your fellowmen while you live in neglect of
Christ and the religion of the Bible."
In the meantime X had been carrying on the work of
reconstruction, so to speak. For this he needed every faculty.
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of his mind, and every resource upon which he could draw. It
was not a position that demanded the scholar alone. True that
w s needed. X "began his work in that line by teaching
Christian Evidences, Ethics and Bible History. Each lecture in
these different subjects w. s carefully sketched on the type-
writer. To prepare for these lectures X read the best material
on all views of the subjects, so that he became familiar with
the latest and most advanced investigation and could give his
students the results of the best and sanest critical thought,
-ltho these were not new subjects
,
they necessitated a dif-
ferent view point from the one which he had taken for so many
years; that had been religious; this was, in addition, phil-
osophical and critical as well.
X conducted the students' Tuesday evening prayer meeting -
"family prayers" he called the service. He conducted it in
the way in which, as a minister, he had profitably conducted
the mid-week service of his church. He chose some biook of
the Bible, or selected one which had been named in a request,
and read it by course; giving the setting, the meaning of the
verses in a practical way, making suggestions and drawing
lessons from the reading. Beside songs and prayers, some
time was given for conference. Those in attendance were en-
couraged to ask questions. The interest in these weekly
services was continuous , the attendance averaging over one hun-
dred. They were times of sane religious conviction and gra-
cious uplift. In the first place, they were not aimless; in
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the second place they were not stereotyped. Above all they
were natural. X once in expressing his views about prayer
meetings, said: "To steam up a prayer meeting on all occasions
is to kill it outright. It should not he whipped, ^s well
whip flowers to make them grow."
X also continued to "be a preacher. .Each Sunday he
still visited a Ilethodist pulpit of the state. In the principal
towns it was not necessary for him to continue preaching on the
subject of Christian education, but a sermon; after which the
educational collection was taken. He never wanted to re-preach
the same sermon. He many times used the same text, but he
wanted to remake the sermon before preaching it again. Even in
this driving round of work he continued his sermonizing.
Thoughts were continually coming to him that he jotted down
to await the opportunity of organizing them into sermon form.
That X could raise money has been shown. From what has
been sa d about the conditions in the new state - the lack of
traditions and the lack of appreciation of the need of a college
training - we know that X still needed that ability. One ex-
ample will serve to show how his pity and patience were some-
times put to sore trial: in the time of great heed X held an
afternoon service in a country church. About one hundred and
fifty were present. The class meeting wp.s being held when
he went in. All of them were very happy. Of course, they
had just closed a three weeks protracted meeting and reported
thirty-sever, conversions. ^ater, X presented the needs of the
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University. After the heroic efforts of both himself and the
pastor, eight subscriptions were obtained, aggregating thirteen
dollars. The men in the house represented in wealth not less
than 3125,000 and several of the women held property in their
own right » He wrote in a letter about one similar occasion:
"Preached twice Sunday to small and lifeless congregations, who
cared no more for education than so many geese and ganders.
Those who could give anything staid away, and those who could
not were satisfied with their inability. Secured pledges to
the amount of $15. reached on selfishness in the evening and
took the people for illustrations." These were extreme cases,
however; the rule is better illustrated by the report that one
little church mdde up over one-hundred dollars educational
collection that in the t. elve years before had not given in all
ten dollars I
X also had to know how to manage money. Fpr, altho
there was, of course, a treasurer, the question relating to the
final expenditure of money came to him for approval enough to
give evidence that he was a good financier.
ISven more important, he knew how to manage men. He
could make friends for himself we have seen; he could also
make them for the University. This was essential in securing
money and students. He could persuade farmers and people in
the state that a college education was really worth while; and
altho secretly they doubted it in their inmost souls, never-
theless they concluded it must be true if he said soi And
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so many of then sent their sons and daughters, as they ex-
pressed it in their ignorance and simplicity, "down to X's
school 1" A more "beautiful tribute could scarcely be paid a
man. another class of parents, more wise in some ways, but
showing the same spirit, sent their children to the school be-
cause they had proved unmanageable at home and it was firmly
believ^l that the influence at the school would prove to be
the children's salvation. In fact, one father on the way with
his son to the reform school, finding that the son was willing
to go to the University, changed his mind and brought the boy,
instead, to XI X had influence with a good class of the young
people of the state, llany of them caught a glimpse of something
higher and better in what X said and in what he was so that,
without the traditions and without the encouragement, they w ere
Killing to come to the University and work their own way through.
"In mental quality and possibility, said X, "our student body
holds no second place. Visitors from east and west confirm
us in the statement.. . . . The hardships incident to the be-
ginnings of life in new fields gives physic 1 health and strength.
New conditions beget originality, These wide prairies incline
to freedom and breadth."
The fact that X could manage men was equally necess' ry
in dealing with the faculty as with the constituency; altho
of course not as noticeable to an outsider. it is a gift to
be able to stay out of factions; it is a greater one to keep peace
between the factions. .:is tact in securing ultimate harmonious
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action on questions vzas remarkable.
his tact may "be viewed as a phase of his executive
ability, which was considered unusual. Certainly as far as
the ability of systemat ization and organization is concerned
his executive ability was unusual. Executive ability, however,
must include, if indeed, it does not consist to a large extent
in the ability to make other people work - the man of great
executive ability is a driver . This X was not. He did not get
a great amount of work out of other people; he did not drive them
in their work until it was accomplished. She reason for this
may be found in the fact that he expected others to be as honest
in performing their tasks as he was in performing his. TUla
characteristic hurt him with the students. He expected every
man to be as good as ne himself tried to be. He took every man
at his face value,
X kept strong holt on all of the students thru his sense
of humor. Re lost with the students we have said-on account
of this trust in others, and also on account of the fact that he
would not permit football in the University, and was not
enthusiastic about athletics carried on under the intense ex-
citement of match games - this, he argued, was not physical
training - tho he was in favor of systematic gymnasium v/ork
and drill. This made it seem to some of the students that he
was trying to repress the young life. Such a feeling was en-
tirely dispelled from the minds of any v/ho were in his classes;
it was balanced in the minds of others by their enjoyment and
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admiration of his humor. There is no other characteristic,
perhaps, which gave hin such an influence over the student
"body and for which he will "be so universally remembered, i'his
characteristic made his work possible in the first place; it made
the continuation of it influential. His first morning at chapel
was characteristic of every morning afterwards. Some incident,
some announcement, some visitor, was the occasion for a short
anecdote, a "brief reminiscense , a witty quotation, with an
inexhaustible number of which his memory was stored, that gave
the student "body an opportunity for a laugh. 'Then X arose to
his feet, his face gave no hint of what was coming; it was abso-
lutely calm. Those near the platform could see his eyes twinkle
and the comers of his mouth twitch slightly, perhaps; that
was all. Everyone expected something was going to happen and
took an added interest in life just then in order to be ready
to enjoy all of the fun* A student body will follow a man who
will show them sport. It wa s generally accepted that ,7 IIo one
can get ahead of Chancellor X; he always has something to say
that just 'tops everything off". Even on his birthdays, which
the students used to remember in varying ways - from American
Beauties to couches and hall clocks - he was not at a loss for
an appropriate story. A few times the gift was such a complete
surprise that for a minute or two he was obviously taken entirely
off his feet, so to speak. I'hat delighted the students im-
mensely; they had done something that no one had ever seen
done before, and something that no one supposed was possible
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to "be done. After a minute or two, however, X was himsilf
again and could respond to the students not only in words of
grateful appreciation, but also with his customary humor. That
delighted the students still more; no one had "been able to get
ahead of the Chancellor after all I
Z's letters of this period were another channel in which
his 3nnse of humor finds expression; they continued to he as
full of humor as we found in those of the period before. If
more strongly
anything, the letters savor^of that viewpoint than previous
ones had done. He felt the responsibilities of the situation
upon him too heavily to write his tt oughts in verse, except in
a few instances. Such an outlet for hjs feelings being dis-
carded, it is quite possible that the prose had to be pressed
into service for that purpose. Just as a solution out of which
the sediment is not poured, becames all the stronger solution
on account of the sediment. Hot only that; the demands of the
situation up6n his every resource were so heavy, that in meeting
life under these new conditions, his sense of humor was un-
consciously intensified in order to serve as a balance for the
extra weight upon him; and was drawn upon in a larger and more
constant measure in adjusting himself to the trying circumstances.
So wa find his sense of humor more prominent than ever. It
kept him from taking his work too seriously. "This relief of
two weeks," he writes, "from the care of the nine hundred stags
and fawns, makes me dread to begin again; and yet, I think I
should dread still more to quit entirely. The Lord shall have
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His way with all of us so far as my will goes."
Some of his letters give us an idea of the various
calls constantly being made upon him and his attention. "Reached
home at four o'clock in the afternoon after which I had the
following: (1) A young man who wants to go to college. He has
just five dollars and wants a place where he can work for the
rest. (2) A call from the County Superintendent . (3) A longer
one from a minister who wants an appointment in this conference
near the University so he can send his daugnter to school. He
has all faith in me that I can give it to him. (4) A call from
an official member who wants me to help them get rid of their
preacher and get a better one. Ke is sure that I can either do
it or tell them what to do. (5) A call from a man who owes the
University an old note but says that he has paid interest which
has never been credited. So he wants to pass the treasurer up
and settle with me. He is coming again tomorrow. (6) A neighbor
wants me to get his daughter in somewhere as secretary or
something telse so that she can have something to do." (Part of
the Jiumor in this comes from the fact thay X wisely refused en-
tirely to have anything to do with making appointments.)
From the following epistle we can form some idea of
the need X had of his sense of humor; for the experience related
wa a not unique
.
was one-forty-five when I left our dear town
For ^insworth, the shire of the county called Brown;
It was two hundred miles, yes and seventy-two more:
The journey: I've seen them as pleasant before.

The day, if not hot, was decidedly dusty,
V/hich made a lone traveler feel very rusty;
3even minutes in Sunday I came to the end,
And seeking a lodging I followed my friend.
My room li&e a cupboard, was surely four square;
ffith half lifted windowjto let in the air.
But of nature's stern la s I have never a doubt
;
You can't get air in till you get some air out.
ily "bed: made of feathers I think a foot deep;
I-Iy pillow of same was a very thin heap;
So when I had stretched myself out on the bed.
My heels were the higher; the lower my head.
A leathery spread with two quilts and a sheet
For "blood-heated weather my hostess deemed meet.
And horror of horrors, believe if you can,
I shared this soft bed with a bouncing young man.
Three times did I kick him; I elbowed him sore,
because he would crowd me and then he would snore
1 knew not his name, and he asked not for mine;
That he wished just .what I did, I surely opine.
I guessed my chum's business by using my nose,
i'or odors of horse-stall and cow-sheds arose;
His slovenly instincts were little to me;
Kis "out stinks" were much more important, you se
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Kext room were some windows and also a door;
I "blocked these wide open and wished there were more;
I wondered why chum and myself were "both horn,
-nd like a lone sailor I watched for the morn.
At dawn I slipped off my eight inches of bed,
.vnd made for the washbowl to cool my hot head;
But, alas, not a drop did the pitcher contain,
-^nd all my afflictions came on my again.
I made for the kitchen, and then for the pump,
I set up things lively; I went on the jump;
The washdish and towel I took for dear life,
I guess in full view of the man and his wife.
Refreshed by the hath and the sunshining clear.
One horror remained; it was breakfast, my dear;
3our bread and some pork - for I knew 'twould be that;
I dreaded the dive in the pool of warm fat.
But here is the breakfast; 'tis much as I said;
Tho not such a horror as that feathet bed;
It is coffee I guessed, as she stood up to pour;
It wao true when I said - "I've a plenty - no morel
I'll not be ungrateful and call this too bad;
The good Christian people gave the best that they had;
But more to my mind is my home and its fare,
Moat of all when my wife and my daughter are there."
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How, it is more easy to understand why X's sense of
humor has been so emphasized as being one of the most important
qualities that made his work possible'
Hot only w : s X saved from taking his work too seriously,
he escaped the misfortune of taking himself too seriously:
"Had an overflowing house at the lecture; some fifty stood up
for an hour and a half to hepr twaddle." X could 1 >ok upon
himself as a source of amusement. ?o his daughter he described
the process of getting his own breakfast: "The canteluupe was
easily fixed. It was a problem how to warm the beans, but my
ingenuity was equal to the emergency, .^fter the water came to
a boil in the kettle, I put in four corn cobs, crossing them as
in making a cob-house, which made a kind of trestle-work on
which to rest the dish in which the beans were; then covering
the kettle, the beans were d light fully steamed. I boiled
two eggs in the same kettle while the beans were steaming. It
now occurs to me that I could have used sweet corn instead of
the cobs for the trestle work, tho the cobs worked very well,
To this I added a good cup of ?ostum, made after the most
approved plan - boiling half an hour. I put that on as soon
as I made the fire. I might have used coffee, but after
gave it up as the fox gave up the grapes and
searching the pantry thru I could find none, and so ^took the
more excellent way.
"T/ashing dishes: - this 1 do as a duty, not as a
privilege. I place them in the dishpan and treat them to nearly
a kettlefull of boiling water. I use water at this temperature
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for two reasons: (a) it destroys any bacterial germs that may
"be present, and (b) the dishes come out so hot that they are
more easily dried,"
Again he wrote: "I have not much to write; for you
know I never keep tabs on the weddings, or who is going to be
married, and do not know who is dead unless I s-e it in the
daily papers. And still less than nothing( thank heaven) do I
know about dry goods, colors, and other finical matters. I am
reading Dr. j'owne, (the good Lord give him a large heaven) and
I find nothing in his writings about matters of such microscopic
dimensions." About the same time he wrote a former student of
his, then studying at Harvard: "Do you think it wise to attend
Appleton Chapel regularly? I would not go un.e ss some man is
going to preach there v/hom you know as hsfing had something to
do v/ith .iod at least by proxy."
Then away from the University and its cares he could
drop into rhyme: He closes one letter thus:-
,T The weather is a steady warm,
I can't say Mhot as thunder"
,
Air heavy as before a storm,
To breathe it makes me wonder.
It loads my shoulders as I walk,
And makes me feel like slumping;
I'm short of breath the while I talk,
My lungs seem v/anting pumping.
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Now, if you do not think these lines,
Profound, poetic, witty,
You must be dull in "Lit" and rhymes,
And weak in first-class ditty.
I 1 11 not contend these verses go
./ith Tennyson or Keating;
I v/ont admit they fall below
7/hat's often sung in meeting.
At any rate you now can see
Just what comes from insisting
That noetrv shall come from me
.Vhen thougl ts refuse enlisting."
His letters "breathe also his love for his home and
family. This side of his character has not been discussed befo
the motives and qualities of the entire man, however, cannot be
understood without viewing them in this relation, also. We
can study this expression of his character better in this period
than during any preceding period. For while his love for his
home was always strong during this period it seemed to be
stronger than ever. He rather be in his home than in any
other place; altho it was necessary for him to be much away.
And his loving appreciation of his family was more tender
than ever. A few sentences from some of his letters suffice
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to merely suggest this side of the man, To one of his children
he wrote: "And I wish to express my gratitude for your birth-
day-present for my study table. Nothing could have been more
appropriate or acceptable. Ag my years attain higher numbers,
I enjoy my children more and more, and their kindly and loving
remembrances are most sincerely appreciated. It is quite
a transition in one's life when the memories of the past stretch
backward in lengthening recollections, and the future pf this
life seems shutting down to a brief span; but the shadows of
age are thin and are quite lifted by the sure hope of the better
beyond. Hay you live to know it all, as you cannot know it
now; and I hope you may then have the blessing of those who
will bring sv'eet tears to your eyes by their loving congratu-
lations." On a similar occasion he wrote: "I wish to ex-
press my gratitude to Him who has, in fcis amazing goodness,
led me to three-score and sixteen, and given me the greatest
earthly comfort - loving children. How many birthdays may
be added to my large list, I igannot say, nor does it matter.
IJy anxiety is no longer to live many years, but to live well
what I do live, and to leave to my children not a great name,
but one which will never cast upon them a reproach."
His greetings to his youngest child on a birthday occasion
gives expression to his love and solicitude:
"I can't forget you'r twenty-five;
Still more amaxing; I'm alive,
I'd thought ere you had passed your teens
•Ve'd live apart; a world between.
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Y/hen I first saw your infanjs face
,
Untouched by ought save sovereign grace,
I wept with joy, "but silent tongue;
"I am so old and she so young,"
Our mercies many all the years,
Enough to banish all our fears
That He who'se been our faithful ?riend
Kill nc~ be with us to the end.
A century crowded, not with myths,
You've lived one fourth and I four fifths,
To live with Jesus anywhere,
Is blessed life down here, up there,
Tp those who take our Christ for All,
Uo real evil can befall.
Our toils and trials are but the road
To life which knows the life of God."
To his wife he wrote: "Thirty years ago today you became
my wife; I became your husband. You hsrve done your part well;
we have seen many happy days. I feel much like holding a praise
service all alone, for such a wife.... I write what you know
already that you are more to me now than at first. I love
you better than in 1868 tho it was not a little then.... Prob-
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ably what is left of our life together in this world will "be
much shorter than that which is past. But this need not keep
us from enjoying what there may be of it."
Again, after a vacation with relatives- in-law, he wrote
to his wife: "I have enjoyed the vacation immensely. God has
"been wonderfully good to us all, to me especially. Confidential-
ly, I am greatly "blessed in my family. And I have had two as
good mothers as ever a boy had, and one of them still lives. And
your sister is my sister also. Tell her that I appreciate her
large heart edness as much as anybody excepting, of course, her
husband. I think the families must have been made for each
other, and I hope they will keep together in earth and heaven.
Why not?"
The last day of this vocation just referred to occurred
an incident which serves as an illustration - tho at first
sight would not seem to illustrate - X's prominent and im-
portant characteristic • It was at a dinner table where a number
of relatives were gathered. One of the number had purchased a
toy tnat consisted of a small flat rubber sac attached to a tiny
long rubber tube with a bulb on the end. The rubber sac had
been slipped under the table cloth under X's plate, the soft
tubing ran the length of the table and the bulb was held in the
hand of an innocent looking sister-in-law. When she pressed
the bulb, X's plate tipped - slightly but noticeably. In a short
time the same thing happened again. Before long some of the party
not in the joke remarked on the tipping of the plate. "I have
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"been noticing it," X replied, and lifted up the plate and felt
the table cl th. the phenomenon continued, the saintly
grandmother insisted that it "boded nothing good for his home-
ward journey; and that it would "be wiser to put off the trip until
the next day, '^his with his usual calm he declined to do. And
when the toy was displayed joined in the laugh over the joke.
The point to "be emphaszied is this: Z did not mock at
the idea of the moving of the plate bein-^ a divine manifesta-
tion. It was not clear to him, however, that it was "best that
he change plans of which his intelligence had already approved.
But the Lord was so present in his life and "believed to "be
30 present in the world, that such a manifestation might "be an
unusual working of the God who usually worked in what men termed
the ordinary course of events.
3uch a "belief is not the superstition of the ignorant
that attributes the extraordinary to some power behind the
phenomenon. Superstition does not exist with high intelligence,
for intelligence finds out how to account for that which "before
had seemed extra-ordinary. i'his very explanation of the
ordinary, however, and his entire experience had led X to believe
that God was working continually in the world and that He spoke
to men; he^knew that He spoke to him.
Prom the fafit that X's beautiful spirit of charity has
been emphasized, and from the fact that his failure to drive men
has been mentioned, it must not be supposed that he lacked spirit.
Quite on the contrary, he had abundant spirit; tho under peffect
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control. One of his faculty remarked once that he had often
wondered if X could not call down the very thunder-holts if he
would just let himself"go."
When one of the new teachers at the University resigned,
X wrote: "The new position was secured thru a Chicago Bureau
without our knowledge, and while she was under written contract
to teach for us. The "bureau immediately sent me a list of four
applicants. I answered the "bureau that we should consider no
names which they might recommend; that Miss M had violated her
word and written acceptance; that she had done it thru their
"bureau; that if that was the way they were conducting a Teachers'
Agency any school which patronized them might lose its teachers
at any time; and that I would relieve them from the necessity
of sending any recommendations to us in the future."
Another example is given us in a letter which X wrote
while Fraternal Delegate to the Methodist Church South. "A
fiery debate sprang up this morning ov,er the fact that our
church ( "church north", as they call us) dates its General
Conference from 1784, while they (the Church South) are dating
theirs from 1844 - the year of the separation. This makes the
church South a secession, and some of the delegates are not
willing to stand the imputation. They claimed that both should
date from 1784, or both from 1844. I)r let out all hi3
war fire. I guess 1 did not get mad hut I grew mighty indif-
ferent as to their feelings when I spoke. I can be as haughty
for my church as they can for theirs, especially when the hall
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in which the conference is held is decorated with the portraits
of Lee, Jackson, and other Confederate leaders."
X's dream of quiet retirement which he had taken for
granted that he was about to realize had been, as he supposed,
postponed for a couple of years only. Ala out tha£ time, howevei
the "beautiful vision which he had cherished was utterly and
forever destroyed. He visited his only remaining "brother who
had retired from business life some years before. He returned
home from this visit > :uiet and reflective. He made known to
his family how surprised he had been at his brother's narrow-
ing views and at the stagnation of his interest and optimism
since the former time he had seen him. He then recorded his
own purpose to keep on working as long es health was given him
and as long as there was any place in which he night be allowed
to work, if it were only a small country church in which he
could gather the simple country folk each Sabbath and teach
them. 'j?his was one of the most important decisions of his
life. it was this that made him keep up with the world of
thought and new ideas. it ./as this' decision that gave to the
state the last years of his life to be an active, vital force
a far reaching influence for righteousness, the crown of all
his life that had jone before and exceeding it in richness and
beauty.
j- he concluding clause of X's decision not to retire
but to continue work 'even if it were only in a little country
church :
, shows that he realized that he might not be connected
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with the university 30 long as he wished to work. In fact,
unusual es it is in the ca se 01 an old nan, he had an intense
aversion to seeming to wish to stay when he was not desired,
and to being retained in a position "because it wag easier to do
30 than to dismiss him. if this was pride, we could wish that
more old men had more pride. ..'ith X
4
however, it was that his
interest in the cause was greater than any personal interest.
He could see clearly that when he was not advancing the cause,
not only did hia duty lie somewhere else, but the cause was
suffering. hor these tv/o motives, always strong with him,
he wanted to be able to see "broadly and judge wisely. If
there had been a single dissenting vote in the hoard of Trustees
at any meeting he would have immediately resigned, he regarded
his call to the institution as a call from heaven, one of the
external signs "being in the unanimity of the iioard; he wanted
the same divine guidance continually, and would have taken the
loss of unanimity in the Boar4 as a sign that lie was released
from his appointment.
The unanamity continued, however, so X at length resigned
on his own responsibility. The protests and petitions and
protestations which came from all parts of the country from
men high in ecclesiastical and educational circles, outside as
well as within Methodism, made it evident that the external
call for him to continue work was meeting and enforcing his
internal decision to keep active.
hot only did his activity continue, it actually in-
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creased. The work in connection with the University he never
relaxed, as he was urged to do. He knew the thoughts and
feelings of the constituency so perfectly, that he realized
"better than did those who were advising him, that when a school
is dependent upon free-will offerings, and upon the securing of
students against tremendous competition from a state institution-
he realized that it is the personal touch and direct influence
that are of necessity to that school. tfor that reason he con-
tinued his Sunday appointments, even during part of the summer;
he kept up personal correspondence with regard to the university;
he planned to be
(
at home during vacationjto meet prospective
students or parents who were considering sending their children
to college. Besides, a new "building was "being erected and
efforts were being made to secure a permanent endowment. And
he was continuing his lines of study and obtaining new material,
-s he himself described part of his work "teaching three fore-
noons in the University, spending three days of every week away
at different points in the state, attending to I^pworth League
Conventions, district Conferences, dedications, etc., and
running a Financial Bureau besides."
In addition to the University work, he v/as one out of
the twelve l.iethodist Episcopal ministers each of whom v/as asked
to prepare a volume of sermons for the first series of the
"Methodist Pulpit". «.nd a little later was published another
volume, "Half Century Messages" or "Themes and Thoughts for
Preachers and People."
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A"bout that time he was elected to General Conference, re-
ceiving 102 votes out of a possible 127. This waa his ninth
session. Dr. Buckley was the only man in the church who had
equalled that record. He wrote home: "Had to give some time
yesterday to writing in autograph albums, Many seem to regard
me as an old patriarch who has lived a long time , and done
one thing - written a book on Holiness." Here he was put on
the Committee of Episcopacy, Education etc. and Chairman of
the Committee on federation. A reporter called on him, after
which X wrote home, "The reporter has just been in to write up
my 'obituary'; I tried to make as little of myself as I could."
The report of the interview was accompanied by a full length
picture of X and the reporter s^oke of the "charming olg gentle-
man, sturdy and erect v/ith untrembling voice," who was "loath
to speak of his own achievements". This was X's character-
istic modesty. It vail not only a natural modesty, it was also a
modesty intensified by nis religious viewi. His prayer before
that same General Conference shows this as did all his prayers:
"Opr Heavenly father, Thou hast heard our thanksgivings:
Thou hast heard our prayer for help. >e continue our praise.
•>e acknowledge Thee. 3e thank Thee for the presence of Christ
in the world. ,7e bless Thee for the wonderful work of grace
that has taken place in our own times. Vo thank Thee for the
privilege of living at this time in the history of the world
and of the church. .7e bless Thee for the coming of Thy kingdom
in all lands, '.Ye thank Thee that the light is shining everywhere.
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i/e "bless Thee for the part which our own country and nation is
called upon to take in this wonderful work, thank Thee for
the coming and progress of Thy kingdom, which has brought this
convocation to this place at this time.
God, our need of Thee is very great. If other General
Conferences have needed Thee much more we. Further along in
the history of the world and with surpassing responsibilities upon
us, we invoke Thy wisdom, which is above all human devising,
in or&dr that we may have that wisdom given us of God to help us
to be holy men and women. May all hearts he in such an attitude
toward Thee that Thou mayst speak through us. May we be in such
a spiritual state that we may know Thy voice when Thou dost speak;
and we pray that in all questions which may come before us
,
where difference of view and judgment may exist, that which is
wisest and best may obtain. And whether we can see how Thou
dost preside over us and overrule our judgments and activities
or not, we pray Thee that Thou wilt preside over us and overrule
all our mistakes, and guide us so that we may do that which is
just and well pleasing in Thy sight.
And
*
Father, we pray that Thou v/ilt save us from all
personal ambitions, from all selfishness that may blind our
eyes or prejudice us in our judgments. Save us from any low
spiritual planes that make us to be unconscious of what our
supreme motives are. Let the light shine very clearly into all
our hearts present this morning, and we pray that the members
of this General conference may be conscious of Thy nearness, that
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we may sit as in Thy presence, speak at Thy representatives,
seeking to tear Thy messages, and nay we all have this testimony
of discipleship that we may hear much fruit in this General Con-
ference. All of which we ask in Jesus Christ, our Lord, -men."
Perhaps the climax of his achievement in Ecclesiastical
circles Mas his address "before the Methodist Church South bring-
ing fraternal greetings from the Methodist Episcopal Church.
77ith the expressions of unanimous commendation which X received
we are not concerned in this discussion. This address itself
interests us because it gives us an expression of the principal
views of X, also a picture of the man himself. He sounds the
note of progress. T/e see that he has not broken the links be-
tween the past and the present; that he is one of the few who
are able to let the outgoing age slip from under their feet and
step on to the incoming age.
At the beginning of his tenth year, as Chancellor, X
told the Executive Committee positively and finally that the
next Commencement would be his last one as Chancellor. He
wished to give them notice of thi3 several months in advance,
in order that the change in administration might be made
without a break or disturbance. It was not that the unanimity
of the Board had disappeared, but that he was beginning to feel
that the multitudinous duties of the position were more arduous
than he should attempt to continue at his age; also he £elt that
he had been sent to the institution at a time of need, the need
was no more, and his duty was finished.
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Th e debt was now only an item of memory, a new $90,000
"building had "been erected, ,;;lO,000,or more had "been spent in per-
manent improvements, and $50,000 was already pledged on the en-
dowment fund. Ten years previous the University had stood
the thirty- first in the list of colleges with reference to the
number of students; at this time it stood the tenth, That
year there were over one hundred graduates from ill departments.
The town itself kept no resemblance to the town of ten years
"before this time, with its elective lighting plant, sewer system,
cement walks, and permanent and substantial population of 3000.
The college had come to stand definitely and successfully for
Christian education. Ninety- eight pr<i cent of the college
graduates left the University Christians. The faith of the
people of the state in the University s assured. The founda-
tions had "been laid "broad and deep.
X had "been permitted to do the greatest work of his life.
It w j the most arduous task that had ever fallen in his line of
duty; and he had "been able to "bring it to accomplishment with a
degree of success given to few men. It seemed to "be that it
was this work for v/hich he had been sent into the world and for
which everything in his life up to that time had been a prepa-
ration.
His beloved nephew had not been spared to him, but he
himself had done a young man's work after he and everyone else
supposed his own was well nigh completed. The qualities that
made this work possible, have already been emphasized. First,
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the fact that his life was a consecrated life which was no
longer his own and which was never seeking its own; and the fact
that he continued to "be contemporaneous with the world of ideas;
these are the guide posts that point the 7/ay to X's fountain of
youth. His communion with the Divine, as we have seen, was the
energizing source of all his life and thought and activity, "his
gave him the inspiration of the vision to "be followed, and also
gave to his life the vitalizing Divine force in the attainment
of that vision. All of the qualities emphasized in the pre-
ceding period are even more heavily drawn upon in this period.
.11 of the characteristics so prominent in the former period are
here of even more importance. And in addition to tho earnest-
ness and courage and honesty and wisdom which we saw there, in
this period there comes more strongly to our attention his
poise, his power of adjustment to new conditions, his keen
insight and his sv/eet spirit; his ability to inspire the con-
fidence of others in himself; this, with his saving common sense,
and above all, with his sane humor, made possible this wider
interest, this broader outlook, and this higher, calmer faith.
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CHAPTER V. Influence as a Teacher.
Important as was acknowledged X's work for the
University
to have been he was now to show that his personality
was of more
worth than his achievements. The Uethodists of
the state learned
that it is far nobler to he than to do.
•.Then his resignation wps accepted the Trustees asked
X
to continue his connection with the institution.
In this case
the constituency would not feel that the man whom
they so
trusted had left the institution entirely to the
management
of strangers; further than that, relieved of the
executive
duties, he would be able to continue the teaching of
the sub-
jects in his department. Accordingly, he was made Chancellor-
Emeritus and head of the Department of Ethics and
Religion and
English Bible.
It is now that we see the complete flowering out of
all his former life and thought. It is as teacher
in the
University that his influence becomes its strongest and
sweetest. The years spent in that position are the
crown of
his life.
In his teaching of the History of Religion, the Philosophy
of Religion, Bible History and Biblical Introduction, X
was given
opportunity for the expression of his philosophy.
X's philosophy was primarily ethics and religion.
It is not necessary to give it the name of any
particular system.
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Uot
,
however, for the reason that would first occur to one's
mind, if one did not know X, that it is impossible to speak of
the philosophy of a man of eighty in present day phrases. But
for the reason that it is doubtful if he himself ever definitely
catalogued his own system of philosophy. Ke arrived at his
philosophical viewpoint from a religious standpoint rather than
from a philsophical approach. If we wish to name the system,
however, we should call it ethical moni3m «
As the motives of X's conduct followed from his "belief
in the personal relation and communion with G-od; so the philo-
sophical "belief on which all others depended is the "belief in
I)ivine Immanence. It is the keystone. It is the light in
?/hich the world of nature and man is viewdd and in relation to
which they receive their character and value, 'l'he other points
which X emphasizes follow naturally from this one fundamental
"belief. If this view Le carried with all its implications into
every department of thought and life the result would "be a com-
plete grasp of X's philosophy. V/e here only suggest it "briefly.
This "belief in immanence was much more than a "belief
in the existence of G-od; it was a helief in his presence and care.
As X expressed it, "We mean that God sustains intimate, active
and all comprehending relations to the world and to man. V/e
affirm that He is a presence and a power in the events of time.
He rules and He over-rules. Hot that He absorbs or obliterates
hmjan agency or responsibility; He works in, thru and above human
agency.' 1
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Kis relation to the world is, first, that of Creator,
From the following quotation: "Let the theory (evolution) stand
and still it remains true that creation is the work of Him whose
goings forth h$ve "been from of old, from everlasting; nor does
evolution offer any solution of the problem of finite existence
other than that presented in the Bible - 'In the "beginning God
erected'": and "All works of creation are in the last analysis
thoughts of God made object ive" - from these it must be inferred
that X believed in direct creation. At any rate he was not in
favor of the emanation theory of creation. He never emphasized
this point, however. It was the fact of creation not the method
that interested him.
Altho X believed in direct creation, he did not make the
fiat all. He maintained that creation wss the work of God by
process. He accepted the theory of ev61ution as being a
description of method in creation. God has worked in an order-
ly way. His intelligent working according to plan and purpose
we call law. Evolution is one of these laws. As a descrip-
tion of the way God works in the universe and in all life.
Evolution was for him a veritable aid to faith.
God's relation to the world is, also, that of preserver.
He does not give life, he is_ life. "By this view we are
t-?ught that God is as actively and pervasively present in the
system of nature now as at any former moment. The physical
universe exists by the perpetual goings forth of Divine energy.
If it were possible to eliminate the sum total of Divine
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activity from the system which we call nature, then nothing
would remain. IJot a flower would "bloom, not a "bird would sing,
not a heart would throb. ".7hat we call natural laws are hut the
observed methods of the Divine working. The philosophical
proverb is correct, 'The habits of God are the laws of the
world.' In the last analysis physical forces are modes of one
force, and all force is will-power. Ilature is thus the out-
speaking, the out-hanging of the Kind ^Imighty. It is the con-
tinuous manifestation of His presence; the expression of His
wisdom and will. It is a revelation of Him who "is "before all
things, and "by whom all things consist."
One who has an exalted opinion of God will think well
of man. accordingly we are not surprised to find X teaching
that: "The whole process of creation gathers its meaning, and
has its explanation in man as its climax." "From the time
when the earth was an unbroken ring around the central mass
to the heavens and earth we see, through all the eons of Divine
working, the perfection and happiness of man have "been the
goal to which all has pointed."
Man is not only the climax of creation physically, he
also can think God's thoughts after Him. "This shows that the
laws of thought in the h man and in the Divine mind are the
same. He who can read and Understand the heavens is far greater
than the heavens themselves." Hot only that, man is a person;
he is a free moral agent. He is capable of self-action. On
the human side X emphasized the freedom of the will and the
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responsibility of the human agent with as great insistence as
he emphasized immanence on the divine side. In fact, X was
on the "rigor and vigor" type when the freedom of the will was
questioned. LT external circumstances in earth or heaven, no
matter how favorable or how adverse, could ever compel the human
will . This freedom of the will, and the essential nature
of the voluntary dedication of the will, was the basis of X's
ethics. In this possibility of voluntary choice lies the
greatness of man. In the fact that on this earth the problem
of human freedom under the government of God is being solved -
for
solved • all v/orlds - lies the importance of this earth; it is
a moral centre. In the facts that man is a person, and that
he is by nature religious lie 5 the possibility of communion with
God himself.
The purpose of the creation of the universe was the
self-revelation of God. Or, put in Biblical phtaseology,
"Ye shall know that I am the Lord. 1 "This" X taught, "is the
sentence that unlocks the mysteries of all history - creation,
miracles, incarnations, days of grace and days o-£ judgment, all
have their explanation and their meaning in the purpose to make
men know the Living and true God." This is the religious aspect
of the philosophical doctrine of divine immanence!
In the light of this doctrine X interpreted all history.
He gives us his view point:- "Headers of the Old Testament well
know that throughout that history the determining factor in the
life of nations is their relation to the will and purpose of God.
i'rom the birth of national history at the Exodus on thru
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-Judges, Kings and Prophets, nations rose and fell, came into
power and v/ent out of power as they helped or hindered human
progress; as their existence favored or obstructed the presence
of Ood, V/e credit this history with an inspired authority; that
only renders it the more true to the essential facts and phil-
osophy of all history. It reveals the fact of Clod's presence
in all departments of this world's life. It discloses the means
and methods thru which He governs free "beings, good or "bad, in
interest
ways to conserve a moral and higher and "better^than they had
thought. It is not, however, that vxOd was any more in the
history of Israel than in that of any other nation. He was no
more in Palestine than in Greece or nome. It is He that is in
all history, in all countries and thru all ages. To this day
the continuance of a nation is a 'survival of the fittest.' Its
decline is the passing away of something poorer to give place to
that v/hich is in some degree better. Battles now as at r-ethoron
and Ai , are the hinges upon which an inferior civilization
swings out and a superior is "borne into its place. ±he
•'.ingdom of '.rod is the standpoint from which alone history can
"be rightly studied, i'hia and only this makes history a science.
..ead from this point of view it is a divine philosophy. Some of
its lavs are as easily ascertained as those of physical science.
Nations lose their power when the national life ceases to serve
the interests of mankind, -•-hey decline "by clinging to anti-
quated types. ..'hen they refuse to carry forward reforms, of
which there are always .^ome demanding a nation's support, thejr
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becane too useless to live. .Che temporary triumph of wicked-
ness awakens reactionary movements which hasten the downfall
of the wicked system. Lations, like churches and individuals,
must live to their light or lose their strength and standing.
Every nation has its decalog and toy its precepts it must abide
or fall under the condemnation of its Sinai.
The law of evolution X did not confine to the physical
world. He enjoyed the belief that revelation is progressive.
"God made both the ^ible and the ages, They run in parallel
lines. They are responsive to each other, in the childhood of
the race >od taught the world as children must be taught by
symbolism. The tabernacle and its wearisome ritual constituted
an object lesson. Revelation implies not only a power to re-
veal but a capacity to receive. Revelation must necessarily be
adjusted to the capacity addressed. The moral standards of
the Old Testament were not perfect, but they were as high as
the world could then reach, much higher than any other standards
then existing in the world, The earlier books of the .bible wore
a rudimentary revelation, predicting and leading up to more
perfect developments, ^en could not hold onto a dod whom they
could not see , and the pillar of cloud and fire was given them.
Commands and prohibitions made nearly the whole of the little
j;ible which came through Moses* It was The Law," which came
by Loses, and it must necessarily precede the fullness of
grace and truth which came by Jesus Christ.... All Hebrew
history, ziz-zag as it appears to a superficial observer, was
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nevertheless a development in religious thought • It led on and up
through varying degrees of light, to the fullne s of time when
Sod sent forth Hia ^on.
"he Bible is not a heathen oracle. Inspiration does not
come under the lav; of statics. Like the power that makes for
righteousness, it is the living breathing energy of God. The
Bible thus "becomes the "book for all times. Those who would
read the Lew Testament intl the Old have reversed the order of
G-od. If the Lible he the oldest "book in the world, it is the
youngest as well, and in it every age and every man finds his
portrait accurately drawn."
X ! 3 construction of the "belief in divine immanence would
not permit a division of life into that of this world sharpl^r
divided off from that of the future world; or allow the secular
and sacred to "be set over against each other as mutually exclu-
sive. AjLl of life belonged to God; all, worlds were His. Ihis
led to an expression of that belief in urging a Christianity
for this world . This he believed to be of great importance;
we are not preparing for eternity in this world, we are living
as truly as we ever shall live. In fact, death and the judg-
ment are comparatively unimportant events; it is during our
life in this world that they get their real meaning; the crossing
of the bar does not change the direction of the craft. Accord-
ingly all of religion and duty and right I applied to life now in
this present world.
God's interest does not stop with the aggregate, however.
It extends to individuals. The doctrine of divine immanence
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applied to the individual is the religious "belief in Providence.
'It is true that we receive our daily "bread from the sane open-
ing hand which let fall the manna in the wilderness. If the
process thru which it is given is, in our cases, made to in-
clude more time and a larger element of human agency, this in
no way changes the fact." God is as much interested and active-
ly concerned in the individual life as he is in physical nature.
X did not restrict the providential to the unusual or the
startling, it includes everything. The doctrine of divine
immanence shows us that the supernatural is the most majestic
of the natural and all the natural is God.
Providence is concerned with temporal affairs X "believed,
tho he did not consider that the chie f direction. The highest
interests of individuals are regarded. "God sometimes denies
much that He may give the more."
This "belief in divine immanence was not weakened logically
or practically by the problem of evil. In the first place,
considering how much of the misery in the world is the result
of man's abuse of his own freedom, it is a benevolent feature
of providence that 8 sinful world should be a suffering world
as well. ~ny amount of physical suffering is justified if it
may become subservient to high moral ends. In the next place,
it has always been a law that some must suffer for others.
"The words mother, martyr, patriot, philanthropist are linguistic
monuments of this fact." The suffering of the innocent with
the guilty comes from the solidarity of the race." Ans who
can doubt the benevolence of the plan which makes man a race
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rather than an aggregate of unrelated individuals? Conceive
of a world in which the family and its influences are unknown.
Imagine a world in the language of which the words father, mother,
child, love and home are noljknown; a world filled with coarseness
and unmitigated selfishness. From such a picture we shrink
hack instinctively glad to live in the mingled jo^rs and sorrows
cf our racial relations rather than in such a cursed kingdom of
individualism.
"
:iore than that:- "The Divine purposes are vast and com-
prehensive. There is a far-off ohjective point to he reached,
.'e are not able to see the utmost relations of events. Defeat
of the right often secures a wider success in the end. . . ,7e are
in a dispensation of redemption. If $here were no efforts going on
to save wicked men, hut only to mete out to every man his in-
trinsic deserts, the problem would he a very simple one. 3o far
from this, Jesus came into the world not to judge men hut to
save them. His work is not finished, ivlore years than are in-
cluded in a human life and more worlds than one are required in
order to witness the working out of the divine purposes.
The establishment of the Kingdom of liod - the dominion of Christ
in the earth - this is the event to be realized.... That faith
is therefore intelligent which waits in calm confidence for the
consummation of the ages."
God was so immanent in the life of every individual that
He has in His thought a place and a work for each one. 3ach one
must find that place and apply himself to that work. "ITor will
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He make this place hard to find provided your supreme desire
and purpose are to know and to do His will. 7«'ith the con-
sciousness that you choose for yourselves what He chposes for
you, 27-ou can place yourself in His guidance and care. On the
other hand, should you thrust into your lives selfish ambi-
tions and plans, you part company with your Heavenly Guide and
lose all assurance of ultimate success and safety. It would
be possible for you to theoretically hold the doctrine of a
Jivine Providence, and yet live as if it were not true. You
would thus fall short of the holy trusts and heavenly fellow-
ships which are its real meaning.... In your darkest days this
world's wrongs and tumults need not disturb the trustful calm
of your spirit for you know that the Lord reigns. Your burdens
will be lightened, irowr sorrows alleviated, and your joys will
be heightened by your faith in the presence and helpfulness
of God."
Such a belief in providence makes room for prayer; in
fact, it necessitates prayer. There is no simpler exercise
of the human mind; yet it is the most exalted exercise in which
we ever engage. Prayer is above all communion. God is a
Person, loving, interested, near; He speaks to His children.
Such communion with God brings realization of the presence of
GrO&i 'Ho one who communes with God will shape his life by the
wind or the tide. He will not lose himself in the mass. His
converse with God will save him from striking an average of
public sentiment in questions of duty, it will bring out his
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best possibilities. Living with God his life will never float
with the current. He will not be a slave, either to the viev/s
or customs of others. The will of God, as he understands it,
is the lav; and prophets of his life."
3uch are the motives that have guided the life of Llr. X.
such is the philosophy that colors all his teaching and in the
li^ht of which he interprets all truth. -hite haired and
"benignent , as he stands in the class room he impresses one that
a prophet is declaring the eternal truth. It is in this capacity
of teacher that his influence has "been the widest and of the
most value. His work was great; the University v/ill stand as a
testimony to his ability and fidelity; "but the University after
all is a thing. His personality is greater than his work. The
feeling that he arouses that he has "been with God gives his
class room its significance. Jome periods it is more of a
sanctuary than a lecture room.
«>e have seen how he hungerea for the pulpit; how con-
tinually he longed to preach. His prayer has been answered
but in a way he dreamed not of; but with far larger opportunity
than he would have dared ask for. In his teaching his preaching
has been multiplied and lengthened many fold. Thru the young
ministers gathered in his classes he is going to preach for
years to come to many and varied congregations. X gives them
a way of looking at life and God and duty. It is forced upon
their reason by the logic of the view; it is emphasized by the
record of the man who is setting forth that view; it is im-
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pressed upon their hearts by its own inner^and "by the force of
the man's personality. They can never look at nature and provi-
dence and their own lives in the sane way again. They catch
sight of the vision that has led him on. They are in intimate con-
tact with a man who lives that vision - not as head of the insti-
tution, not as their minister, "but in the close association of
a professor with his students.
.^t the opening of this discussion it was said that when
we came to know certain men that then we find them to.ibe great.
If we think of a great man as one who is the embodiment and ex-
ponent of the best thought of his age; then X would he accounted
great. Net only is this true of X during his early ministry, hut
also, sixty years after he is embodiment and exponent of the best
thought of his age. Hot only that, he has continually anticipated
the coming age and shaped the present to meet it. Still more,
he anticipates all ages by linking himself by consecration to the
universal gnod of all times. '.Vith this breadth of vision and
wisdom and sanity he is moulding the thought of the young men of
his denomination in his state to an extent unequalled by any other
man
.
Better apply the word n grand to such a man than "great".
The former seems to imply personality as the source of his in-
fluence rather than achievement alone. ' In his influence he will al-
ways linger; so that oven tho absent, he will ever be present; and
in the hearts of the Methodists of the state he will always be
cherished by the name which they themselves lovingly gave him,
"Our Grand Old Man."
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